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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHED IN
CATRON COUNTY, N. M.

EES ERYE ADVOCATE
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR

VOLUME II.

Christmas
Music

BEST QUALIFIED
M

-

GET APPOINTED

RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER,

8PRINGERVILLE, ARIZONA

GLENWOOD

CERTIFICATES

Republican State Chairman Hugh
Woodward has Issued a call for a
conference of members of the republican state executive committee and
republican state senators to meet at
republican headquarters in the Catron
Building at 2 P. M. Monday, Decem
ber 11th, to consider matters of im
portance to the republican party and
proposed and prospective legislation
which will come before the next regu
lar session of the state legislature.
B.

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING

NUMBER 84.

16, 1922
REPUBLICAN
EXECUTIVE
WILL DISCUSS
LEGISLATION

BOARD ISSUING

SMILE AND THE
WORLD SMILES

CHRISTMAS

FEAST FOR BIRDS

Feathery Trlbs In Bosnia Not Forgot,
ten Food Placed Near Nests
and Shelters. (

An interesting meeting of the Round
One ton Nash truck belonging to
Association
Valley Parent-Teacher- s'
HRISTMAS Is not merely a
Frank Buster, was burned on what is
was held in the high school building
festival celebrated by and
known as Largo Hill, about four miles
at
Those
Eagar Wednesday evening.
The state Canvassing Board con
Applications for state appointments
for man alone. Among the
from
afternoon.
Mi, Wutan Nwapair Union.)
Reserve,
Thursday
are daily pouring into Democratic attending and taking part in the pro slating of the governor, chief justice
folklore of other countries
to
hill
down
The
was
truck
going
TD RENT bad grown away from his
gram from St Johns were: Mrs. Nan and secretary of state is issuing cer
are several quaint stories
headquarters here.
ward Reserve when the driver broke
Brent was a successful
family.
In which animals and birds give evicy L. Gibbons, County School Supt, tificates of election to the sucessful
individuals
County
organizations,
man. He played a violin In a big city
the steering lever, shifting from low
Prof. R. H. Salnsberry, Principal of
dence of their adoration. A well-knoand state candidates
brake
into second. The emergency
orchestra. He belonged to the anion and groups are sending their requests the School In Diet. No. 11, Prof J. Al congressional
Bosnian legend offers a version
In
final
with
this
week
conformity
and the union backed him up and be and recommendations to State Chair
would not hold the load, and a team
of
They claim that
fred
Mr.
Anderson
and
Earl
and
Mrs.
computations of the total official re
never plnyed a minute more than he man Hunker. At the same time,
on the holy day "the sun In the east
drawing a wagon coming from the opProf.
made
Sanlsbury
made
turns
as
Patterson,
counties
from
all
cy
had to play. It had become such
are
carried
similar applications
being
bowed down, the stars stood still the
posite direction was in Imminent dan
business with him that he never played into office on the crest of the Demo talk on consolidation of schools while Assistant Secretary of State Edith
mountains and forests shook and
for the drl
it
became
ger,
necessary
furnished
the
the
en
others
musical
now when he came home.
Wileman.
The official returns from
cratlc tide.
touched the earth with their summits,
to
'truck
er
turn
the
Buster,
Sterling
tertainment
He came home once a year. Some
and the green pine tree bent) the
Guadalupe County, the last to report. out of the
While campaigning, Gov. Hinkle
DATIL
side of
down
and
the
road,
were not received at the secretary
thing handed down to Brent from his declared he would
grass
wap befiowered with the openmen
to
be
:
hill.
the
only
avoid
appoint
Sterling Jumped
The basket-ba- ll
i
parents made him do this, although
of blossoms Incense sweet as
games played Sat office until Monday afternoon.
ing
when he was home ha often was cross. and women qualified to fill positions, urday afternoon between St Johns
ing injured. The truck caught fire
Mrs. Sterns and Homer will meet m?rrh pervaded upland and forasti
All of the certificates for state sen and was
On the last home-comin- g
be remem- He sounded the death knell of the District school and the
completely destroyed.
Dis
Mr.
Sterns at the Grand Canyon for birds sang on the mountain topi and
Eagar
ators and representatives will probab
bered his mother had talked to him professional politican. In view of the
trict was pretty evenly matched. In
and all return t o Datil all give thanks to the great God."
Christmas
Abb Alexander has rented the Hosabout the cosiness of a home and had program of saving which the gover
ly not be issued until next week as
In Bosnia on Christmas Day a sheaf
the girls game Eagar won 18 to 20 in
later.
as
to
or
contention
is
a
whether
there
and will move his fam
spoken of the attractive house she had nor-ele- ct
of
intends putting into effect, the
pital
Building,
fye Is put near birds' nests and
boys game St. Johns won 11 to 17 not Catron
seen a picture of In the paper,
She it will be necessary for him to const
bird houses for the birds' Christmas.
County voters could be de ily to town soon.
in
Volley-ba- ll
and
the
was
Tom
better
who
St
games
Reynolds
wished Brent would marry and have a
An old Indian legend says that on
prlved of their constitutional right to
der only the applicants best suited for Johns
nice home like that Instead of an
girls won by a small margl vote in the 30th legislative district
We have been enjoying a bit of win from the cold contracted earlier has Christmas night all the deer In the
by
position.
while the Eagar boys won. All games
the failure of the legislature to spec! ter snow here for the past week but had quite a set back, and has suffer forest kneel In adoration before the
A man in Democratic councils and
were hard fought A large crowd was
ed greatly the past week. Mr. Rey
Great Spirit. Woe to him, however,
flcally include them in that district the sun is shining again now.
close to the incoming governor today
here from St. Johns to see the games. when Catron
has lost weight, sa he dosen't who tries to spy upon them. He la
nolds
created.
was
County
said that the appointments made
think he could make a good Santa punished with perpetual stiffening of
Miss Ruth Gromo gave a school enter
The 30th district under the constl
would be for the best interests of the
the knees.
Two small children died of whoop
was a Claus.
state. He made it clear that some ing
tutlon, comprises Otero, Lincoln, So tainment Thanksgiving that
Many people of the Old World
cough Saturday night Jesse Mar
The dialogues and recitaclaim that on Christmas night animals
corro and Cbtron Counties. (The lat success.
political factors may have to be pass ble's eight months old child and
Sunday, Russell Pullen and Landon are gifted with speech, bat none must
ed by In the final deciding, because
ter being a part of Socorro at the tions were pleasing and entertaining,
Spanish baby of Mr. Chaves.
wen. Peters took Alleen Lawrence and the trespass or eavesdrop.
Each
did
and
her
child
his
part
everyone who voted the Democratic
of
of
constltu
the adoption
time
the
The attendance was not as good as Misses Looney for an auto ride and a
Many and many have been the tales
apartment which was so far from being ticket cannot be put in to office.
The masked ball given by the tion.) Under the Catron County Act
robin's red
which account for th
a home.
He had explained to his
picnic.
The state chairman has asked coun sophomores at the Grapevine Hall at that county is not mentioned as a part was expected as it was raining.
breast In great many parts of Europe
mother that such a "home" was beyond
to
re
case
of
30th
district.
In
the
the
prepare their
Eagar Saturday was a grand success
the Incomes of ordinary city people ty organizations
Mrs. J. C. Jones arrived In Datil to he Is called the Savior's bird, and a
There was a Thanksgiving dance at
was
and that If she wanted him to be as commendations with care. Chairman and netted the class a neat sum of wording of that act is followed, the Alma
be with Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds for the story Is told that when the Christ
our
number
of
and
a
quite
oruolfled the robin, unable to stand
cosy as that she'd have to get him the Hunker has requested that prospec money. The prize was given to Miss voters of that county will be dlsfran
Mrs.
is
and
well
Johns
known
year.
His suffering, ventured to pluck the
tlve appointees be endorsed with the Ada Forbes and the second to Mrs. chised to the extent of being deprived young people attended it and report
cosiness of millions.
very much loved by all her former thorns from His head. In doing so, the
For It took a millionaire to own a view of their fitness to merge into the Florence Keith.
of their right to vote for one of the a most enjoyable time.
acquaintances as she has the faculty b(ood stained the robin's breast, which :
real "home" In a city.
general ensemble of efficiency in the
representatives assigned them by the
of making friends wherever she goes. sign he wears today.
'
How foolish his mother had been capltol.
l
Guy Shelton returned to the state
The Round Valley High
School constitution. In case Catron County,
not to have realized all that She knew
hum
normal
his
Silver
after
in
City
GK3Ut3SaaThis request has been widely adher Trustees held an important meeting in which W. J. Jones received 764 ma
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Breitenbach were
so little of city life, of business, of
red to, he said, and the result is that in the Round Valley Bank Parlor Sat- jority is included in the count, he is out here at Fleasenton Valley taking
OF CHRISTMAS ST0CKINQ
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon U8E
anything outside her own small groove. the names now on file
His
Jack
with
him
deer.
a
big
pal
i
from
St.
is
Johns
elected.
exclud
include
Catron
those
If
urday.Those present
County
But Brent was coming home for
Fisher came out with him but was not Delameter Sunday.
Custom Comes From 8unny Italy
Christmas and that was happiness for of men and women who would be were A. S. Olbbons, John H. Udall, ed, Benjamin Sanchez will be the
so lucky with the big game.
Where Poor First Used Long
J
the parents. Only they did wish Brent most able aides to the new executive. Levi Udall, and Abell Ortega,
beneficiary.
Loralne
Steins
Homer
drove
1
Miss Muniel Shelton returned to her
Knitted Purses.
Chairman Hunker predicted that
was more like the boy he had promIn Gaudalupe County the official re
to
to
the
Socorro
catch
Cleaveland
accom
was
A
school
she
t0d-okbon
was
and
there
work
a
would
December
matter
most
born
in
be
difficult
daughter
There was something so
turns give Frank Falrcloth, republl
Miss Cleave
HE) custom of banging up ,
hard aiiout Mm. He hud told them the cases to determine just which of the 4 to Mr. and Mrs. Connor Trammel'.
panied by her mother who is making train Saturday last.
can, a plurality of one, and the cer
be
time before of a friend of his who was applicants should
selected.
home in Silver City for the schoo land left for Calif, at that time.
her
comes to us from a land fat
BenJ. Brown Jr. County Treas. was tificate of election is presumed to year.
getting a divorce from his wife.
The position of warden of the state
from
across the ocean
have been Issued to him by the coun
"But my friend Is so honorable,"
L.
H.
left
for
Creamer
The
from
St.
family
here
Johns
Saturday.
Is
crowding that of game
sunny Italy.
board. Since the off!
ty
Brent had said. "He wants the di penitentiary
canvassing
the
of
week.
Socorro
an
last
. Hudson
the
B
Mrs.
C.
They
Mr.
and
In popular appeal. .Until now
In the city of Padua, long ago, good
vorce as he's bored with his wife, warden
Gustav Becker
returned Friday clal tabulation of that county has grand daughter. Miss Cecil were will be in Socorro probably for the
there were at least three applicants
old St. Nicholas used to go about the
though still she loves him, but he Is
demo
Santa
reached
Fe,
N.
he
from
called
was
M., where
prominent
Belen,
visitors at Glenwood Saturday and rest of the winter. Mr. Creamer streets after dark and throw through
having her secure the divorce and Is for the game warden's office to every Monday by the death of his sister-l- n
crats claim to have discovered that
Sunday and Miss Alice Gamble, Mr. came out Monday for a few days, but the windows of the homes of the poor
paying all the expenses, for It Is only one for any other ' appointment, law Mrs. John Becker.
an error was made fn the certificate Hudson's sister
stayed with them for will only be here a few days.
people long knitted purses, tied at
fair to a divorcee to have the divorce However, in the last few days there
of one of the precincts, and that John a few
both ends, and containing much need
visit.
secured by her. He really never want has been a marked rise in the appli
days
Mrs. Junie Burgess is visiting her Hicks, democrat, was elected by
Aileen ed coins. These purses were made of
Miss
Lawrence
Glenn
and
ed to marry her. He became tired of cations for the
superintendency of the sister, Mrs. Ezra Greer in St. Johns,
not no-liplurality of one.
her soon after they were engaged. But
Mrs Lew Carol, our teacher spent caught a ride to Magdalena with Mr. yarn, and when untied looked
This appointment will be de
footless
a
u
stocking.
It was his high sense of honor which prison.
her Thanksgiving in Silver City with Cunningham of Reserve, and will visit
cided within a short time as the in
Wilson Balrd went to Vernon Satur
Finally, as time went on, the poor
kept bim from telling her to hove a
old friends for a day or two.
her husband.
man break the engagement would have coming governor plans to install his day.
people, hoping thus to remind the
ARAGON
more fortunate of their needs, used to
selection the first of the year.
been dishonorable."
the Heserve-Magd- aMjr. Romeroj
Miss Zilpha Hollimon returned to
Claude Lee was down from Nutrioso
Thus far there have been few names
hang these empty purses out of the
And Brent scorned their opinions.
to
been
forced
City to resume her school work lena mall carrier has
windows on the night before ChristHe regarded them as
mentioned in connection with the ap Saturday.
at the State Normal after spending make extra trips with parcel post. mas, so that a gift might be placed
There was a man In a town some pointment of Judge for the Ninth Dis
Mr. Amado Aragon and son John
Orson Wilklns was down from Nu
Thanksgiving with her parents at The Christmas orders are arriving In them.
little distance away who wanted to see trict to succeed Judge Bratton, who
left for California the first of last Pleasenton
In the north country, where the
early. The Datil Postmaster is not,
Valley.
.J'Ft'tit's father on business and It was goes to the Supreme court The men trioso Saturday on business.
week on account of his health. His
do mail al weather li cold at Christmas time, the
forced
to
being
however,
mentioned as probable contenders for
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fryer and two night as was the case for the last con- purses were hung by the chimney
L. C. Danley was in from the 24 son Fermin Jose Romero and .wife re
the appointment are Carl A. Hatch, of
turned home with Mrs. Aragon for a daughters and Mr. Deems enjoyed a tractors, as Mr, Romero does not stop place in the hope that St. Nicholas
James A, Hall, of Clovls', ranch Saturday.
Clovis;
would drop his offering down the
short visit
so long at Horse Springs.
turkey dinner at Fred Lants.
Thomas E. Mears and George A,
chimney.
John R. Coleman and Geo. Winsor
Reese.
When the purses went out of fashion
PROGRAM
THANKSGIVING
Miss Shaffer spent Friday night
were up from Holbrook Friday.
D. B. Baca was a Datil visitor Monstockings as the thing most like them
Whether either of these lawyers
with the Conner girls.
worn naaA In thai!1 fltAnjI. itnil that Is
with his father.
will be selected could not be learned
Mrs. Agnes Lund and Miss Bessie
Given by Miss Ruth Gromo's School day,
why we today still observe the prao
at the state chairman's office.
McDonald were down from Greer Sat
The last few days the school teach at Fleasanton.
1
tlce and the custom.
Mr.
E.
E.
Sunday.
Engle
passed
arranged that a meeting should take
1.
1
era and pupils have been very busy
urday.
Song "America." ....by school,
CO
TO
OF
CATRON
THE
PEOPLE
Postmaster
at
is
Quemado.
Engle
Brent's
place at the man's house.
2. "A Welcome"
getting ready their Christmas pro
by Francis
father was going to sell much of the
Mrs. Eva Block who has been visit
SANTA FOR ITALIAN KIDDIES
tree.
and
gram
Hollimon.
to
I
wish
thank
for
you
your sup ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
land, which had become a burdeo since
H. H. Lisle and Dick Estes were in
Brent had gone away.
E.
port during the election Just past. It Maxwell the past few months left
"At Grandma's"
R.
by
Datil Saturday, from Quemado.
Mr. McElyea, returned from MagdaBsfana, flood Fairy, le Supposed to
And he arranged the meeting so that was not my desire to ask for support
Thursday for her home in Estancla lena Sunday evening where he' was Phillips.
Pill Stockings With Toy on
be would be able to meet Brent on his so I did not get out among you.
j
4. "An Appetite
Datil plans to have a Community
N. M.
by Mackle
Twelfth Night
his
Chrlatmas
doing
shopping,
w.ry home for Christmas.
j
felt that the only way. I cared to ac
did
as
last
Tree
Christmas
year
they
Phillips.
Brent greeted his father with re- cept the work
was by a voice of
again
of
Jones
the Sprlngervllle
the children of Datil.
HE
In
Henry
charactei
Italian
Mr. John R. Milllgan, school clerk
5.
served affection.
"So you've brought
by for all
Dialogue "Our Country"
the people, in no way influenced by Market House was a visitor in St. visited the school
childhood lore correspondthe fiddle," Brent's father exclaimed.
Calvin Hickson, Charles
quite
frequently
Roy
Phillips,
1
word from me. And now
sin Johns the past week.
ing to our Santa Claus Is
Brent
was
Mrs.
last week. There are several new Phillips, and Donald Winn.
Newton Cleaveland
brought his violin with any
Befana, a good fairy who
him afiy riWe because he would be cereiy hope to prove worthy of your
Box
scholars that entered the school last
H
down
ranch
from
the
brought
The Mayflower's
Is supposed to fill the chil
Song'Honor
asked to play by old friends who trust.
Judge Jesse Crosby came up from week.
last Thursday feeling quite ill and has dren's
Band."
with toys on Twelfth
by the school.
I have visited every school room In Holbrook Monday
didn't realize that music was his busistockings
his
mother
bringing
since been confined to her bed at the Night. She does not however, come
ness.
7. "One Thing I'm Thankful For."
the County, this term and I find the with him who spent Thanksgiving in
Mr. Melquidas Aragon
been
has
Lodge, but is feeling much better this down the chimney, and the stockings
"Yes," Brent said, "I have to play attendance much grearet than last Holbrook as his
having his carbide lights repaired by by Viola Phillips.
guest.
week tho' still unable to be up.
are hung in the child's bedroom. When
right after Christmas and the town year, in fact, we need several extra
"Tomorrow"
W. G. Conner.
by Ray York.
someone enter to fill the stocking, the
I'm to play In is nearer here, so I'm
teachers.
Wm. Bradly of the Navajo Garage
Dialogue "Studying For a Test."
Southerd returned from Mex- child, according to a very ancient
Sam
going there directly."
Mr. and Mrs. M. Trljlllo left tor Al
This far we have been very fortun
of Holbrook was a business visitor
There was nothing more said. But
by Mable Lant, May York, Thelma ico the end of the week and Mr. practice, cries out "Ecoo la Befana."
The legend concerning this lady Is
buquerque last Tuesday to do some Lant, and Ethel Johnson.
at the next station a group of youths ate in having cash for all our war here Monday.
Brown also. Both have now returned
that the Magi, while on their way to
Christmas shopping.
got on and at once began to play the rants. So by being economical in
to their homes in Quemado,
10 "The
First
Thanksgiving.,,
Bethlehem, stopped at her home, but
mandolins and guitars which they bad every way and by using our school
Miss Kansas Phelps of Engle N. M.
found her too busy with household afWe are expecting Willie Milllgan by Mable Lant
with them.
funds for the most needed necessities is visiting at the home of her sisters
Lance, Galentlne passed Saturday fairs to entertain them. She told them ,
11. 'JTmaglnatJory
Calvin
Brent's father nudged him.
by
we hope to continue on a cash basis.
Mrs. Fred T. Colter and Mrs. Neadice from Arizona for Christmas.
and got the pups he had saved from that she would see them on their re- Hickson.
"Don't Insult me," Brent whispered
My aim shall be better equipment Thompson.
the ones raised at the ranch last sum turn, but they went back by another
angrily.
Mr. Castillo ana family
have re
12, Song
and the best of teachers, this way
'
"Happy
Cooks."....by
Mr. Oalentlne has quite a col- route, and therefore Befana comes out
mer.
"No son, I only wondered I didn't
to
in
their home
Arizona after Primary Class.
John T. Butler was down from turned
better schools. And my hope
mean you I wonder If I could play making
we hope he In search of them every Twelfth Might !
now
of
and
lection
dogs
visit with relatives here the past
13. Thanksgiving
is to leave them better than when re- Greer Monday.
by
Her name Is a corruption of jSplpnany, '
Joys"....
on your fiddle with the boys.
You
catches lots of coyotes.
month.
Charles Phillips.
which Is Jan. 6, the twelfth night
know It's a good many years since you ceived.
14. "The Make - Belief Puritans."
F. W. Black and C. H. Watson went
after Christmas, 'according to the
County School Superintendent,
brought yours with you and I haven't
Mr. Sweazea has made several trips church calendar.
The weather has been awful nice
to Holbrook Wednesday to meet Jack
ti u'ed one
Deatron Campbell.
I'll be careful of It I
by Malile Lant, Thelma Lant, May
Harris of Red Oak la. an old time but we are expecting a bad storm as York, Ethel Johnson, and Mart Hud past of late. He reports the new
used to piny as a boy, you know. They
mi
)CT
store as open and doing well.
Bill Chisoval loaded out with fine friend of Mr. Black who will spend a Benny Aragon and W. G. Conner are son.
said you got your music from me."
i
in
wood.
a
of
supply
And Brent's father played and beIB. "A Thankful Girl."
apples from Mr. C. B. Thomason's or- few days visiting him, going on to Los laying
by Letna
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Owens of
came a boy again. All the Christmas chard. This money is for the mer- Angeles Calif, for the winter.
Hickson.
FINEST EVER.
Greens Gap and Mrs. L. B. Moore
Mr.
N.
B.
Sanchez has moved his
tunes they played and the people In chants of Reserve.
16. "Good
bye."
by
Wayne visited friends here before going to
of goods from Horse Springs to
stock
the train sung and there was merryDoes Jaok send
Miss Ruth Murray .came up from
Hickson,
San Marclal.
making that recalled to the aged man
good Chrlatyou
Fred Lant and Johny 'Anderson are St. Johns Friday to spend the week Aragon.
17. "Grandma's
Sllloque."
by
the happy days of long ago, despite the out
mas presents T
their cattle in this end with home folks. She brought as
after
looking
FREE 8EED.
fact that his fingers were stiff.
Juan Carijo was a visitor here Sunday Ethal Johnson.
The finest
I
fine weather.
t
her guests Mrs. Don Udall and Miss
18. "The LlttlePilgrims."
Brent watched at first rather dis..by
evening.
ever exchanged.
Jennie
Mr.
Thel
etha
Viola
Neagle.
Editor:
Dear
Hickson,
Phillips,
My
gusted at such a display of friendlithe fram",'"' Bfeiit's' flitter (ofiT hTs
ma Lant, Charles Phillips, Calvin
ness, for many of the people were
The Department of Agriculture has
VOTE IN 1922 ELECTION
as
mother
home.
they got
Miss Ida Johnson spent Saturday
strangers, and then he saw his father's
allotted to me for distribution in New
NEARLY SEVEN THOUSAND
Hickson, and Donald Winn.
"And
we're
to
have it here, and Sunday with her parents tn St.
going
eyes and the expression there the ex19. "The Pilgrim Boy."
HIGHER THAN IN YEAR 1920
by Roy Mexico early next spring a generous
too," Brent added. "I've made music my Johns.
pression which the music gave him
Christmas Oaks Dsooretlone.
Phillips.
supply of vegetable and flower seeds,
and which he had denied him. What a
business, but Dad has put music into
To make attractive Christmas cake
The total vote of the state In the re
20. "The Little Pilgrim Maid
by and I will be glad to honor all requests
his life. And somehow," he added,
cold, conceited, heartless person he had
G. P. Small was up from Holbrook cent election
was 112,102, as com Thelma Lant.
so far as my quota will permit. It decorations, lightly butter the under
and his voice had a new affection In It,
been, severe with his parents, keeping
21. "No Lawsuit in Heaven."...by you give this publicity the courtesy side of perfect holly leaves, then edit
"that Christmas music on that dingy, Friday looking over this location for pared to 71,798 in 1921, and 106,396 In
his music solely for pay, denying It to
with Icing and let dry. When dry toe
movie show. He was accompanied 1920, the largest previous vote, thus Charlie Deem, and Mart Hudson.
local train, and the singing of those
will be appreciated.
those whose love and warm sympathy
Icing will come off shaped and veined
22. "A Thanksgiving Song."
by Ray S. Questead advertiser for all showing an increase over two years
bad given him the talent
cheery people Just got at my heart
Very sincerely yours,
...by
like the leaf. Make Into a Wreath by
I
Star Film Co of Los Angeles.
somehow," he repeated.
school.
ago of (,706.
"We had music, ChrhiUnas njusjc, oi
A. A. JONES.
joining with Icing stems.
'
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Inherit Large
Sum in 5 Years
42,230
$8,795,641,689
Estates Left to Fortunate
Heirs in That Time.
From

UNCLE

SAM TAKES HIS SHARE

Inheritance

Tax

Collected

the

by

States Treasury From
United
1916 to 1922 Totals Sum
of $351,138,323.

Inheritances as a subWashington.
of imagination and discussion
For this
never lose tlieir gluniour.
reason the cold statistics of the In-

ject

ternal revenue bureuu, recording the
bure fucts of the estates which are
transmitted In the CuiteU States, are
No personal
of absorbing Interest.
details are to be found, because, under the luw, no such fucts may be divulged.
The figures

the taxable total during the 101(5-102-2
The law provides that propperiod.
erty recently Inherited by the decedent and which, therefore, has recently paid an Inheritance tax may be exThe amount coming within
empted.
this category wus $07,5S2,9O2.

Funeral

vs.

f

expenses, debts unpaid at

f-

.

c

black and white velvet designed In
Paris by Martini ot Armand has a
little loose Jacket of the white that
Is embroidered with threads of black
and gray and silver In a lacy pattern
Afternoon and Evening Garments In around the edges of the little coat.
There Is a fringe of white to make a
Black and White; Made Up in
finish and the costume succeeds In
Original Ways.
being the most effective of its sort.
black velvet fs one of the accepted The wide sleeves are faced In white
materials for afternoon nnd evening and the gown manages, chiefly by
dresses. . While It Is always good dur- reason of Its contrast, to create a disIt
ing every winter season, this yearco- tinctly picturesque appearance.
Is better than ever, and of all the
llections shown by the smart dressFULL CIRCULAR SKIRT
makers there is a preponderance of LONG,
black velvet, made up In many original ways. There Is not a great deal
of trimming added, for the trimming
Is honored to the extent of holding
But the fuhrir
the floor by Itself.
Is hnndled In such a way that In Itself it munages to take the place of
both foundation material and decoration, too. And many of the gowns
mnde from It are positively beautiful
In their expression.
Tartlculai ly lovely are dinner gowns
In black velvet, for they have a
atappearance which Is most
tractive, and they are even better
than the full evening dresses, for they
can afford to have a great deal more
trimming and to be fuller and more
graceful in line that is graceful with
reference to the quality of the fabric.
Black velvet Is also extremely good
for evening coats nnd Is trimmed with
the puffiest and most sumptuous of
furs, so that the whole wrap takes on
that luxurious quality so to be desired for evening wear.
White velvet Is also one of tne
favorite materials for evening, nnd
sometimes these two ure combined In
a most effective manner. A frock of

Material Favored for Dresses
for Formal Wear.
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During this

1010-192-

period there

were some estates which must have
been equal to the treasure of the
Count of JInnte Crlsto. Twenty-thre- e
Inheritances were In a class described
ns "$10,000,000 and over." How
great
are the sums the short word "over"
covers Is not revealed, but some of
these estntes must have been vast for

tn

Mft
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Mr.

Spanler last spring.

Lee Highway Is
Making Progress

ireuMtry

utern-visage-

r

lakes a share which, in
t
h.
Home cases, Is as much as
The total tax paid on these bequests
of nearly S'.i.ooo.tKXi.OOO wus $:!,11,K58,-,'52.'The smaller estates bring the
average down so that for tlio whole
bulk the rate was only 0.49 per cent
on an average, or an average tax of
The big
nly $9.ri7..'!5 per estate.
estates are those which pay the grent-es- t
For Instance, the average
taxes.
tax paid on the estates In the group
of $10,000,000 and over, wus more thuu
steps

In and

Coast to Coast Highway
Transportation to at Least 15,000,-00People Every Mile May
Afford

Will

one-lif-

0

Now Be Used.
l

C Kecent net Ion

by

He Whistles Souls
Away From Satan

This jeune fille frock In mouse-colore- d
satin canton has a long, full circular skirt and a flare around the
fitted bodice.

Belfast. Whistling In church
instead of singing, ns a stimulant
of the religious spirit, has
Introduced nt revival meetings
here by Kev. W. N'lchnlson.
He Insists on the men In his
congregation whistling the
hymns, and leads them
through all the verses until he Is
sntisfied that they ure putting
their heart Into It.
The effect of several hundred
men all whistling at once Is rathbut It works
er
them up to a fervor which the
revivalist turns to good account.
He claims to number his converts by the thousand.

NECKWEAR NOW IN LIMELIGHT

well-know-

Berthas and Gulmpes or Varied
els to Suit the Tastes of
All Wearers.
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Brother and Sister Reunited

!

ifm MB

rileffO.

The route from the Mississippi on Is
prnctlcnlly one of the five transcontinental lines surveyed by order of congress during the period Immediately
preceding the Civil war when it wns
realized that the territory gained as a
result of the Mexican war and by the
be.
acquisition of California could only
consolidated through lines of trnnspor-tntiolinking the Pacific coast to the
Mississippi valley nnd thence with the
Atlantic seaboard.
The Lee highway follows beautiful
rivers nnd streams for more miles than
any other road In the world, It Is
claimed, and offers a combination of
mountain nnd vulley Bcenery of unusual beauty and variety.
Along with the construction of the
road the Lee Highway association purposes the carrying on of an educational campaign In which the history, geography, literature. Industries, natural
resources nnd attractions of the zone
traversed by the highway will be mnde
generally known. This will fit Into the
first" propaganda.
"seeing America
n
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After' 27 years of separatum, since each was taken from an
Mrs. Wm Schlesslnger and her
asylum and adopted by a different family.
the
other
reunited
day. The brother, a De o
were
Able,
Frank
brother.
of his sister, who lived
existence
of
the
not
know
did
electrical engineer,
when
the State Bank
made
was
possible
union
only
ta Chicago, and the
s
to
his
heir
made
had
been
who
Chlcaw started search for Able,
was
who
their
for
father,
now
searching
ere
sister
The brother and
In
the
asylum.
orphan
to
their
placed
being
mother prior
fron t
orp-lia-

foster-father-
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Girls who pride themselvei

on their appearance know
the value of a smooth and
fragrant skin. . .Three gen
eratlons of lovely women
have set an example In using
the pure cleansing lather of
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Refined
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COLGATE'S
;.L, Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Luxurious
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Gives New Life to Old Stockings
Putnam Fadeless

or tints as you wish

Dyes-d- yes

Refined Torture.
Not Now.
Mother What do you want a nicke)
"When I was young, girls were
for?
taught to darn their own stockings."
Tlllle So I can buy some candy to
"Yes. Grandma, but In those days
it was possible to place a darn where eat In front of that horrid girl next
It. wouldn't show."
door an' not give her any. Life.
Life.

BSI

Washington,
a county in Oklahoma In voting a
bond issue of s.veral hundred thousand dollars to construct a link In the
Lee highway Is concrete evidence of
the enterprise which Is to give the
country another transcontinental road.
It Is n demonstration of the kind of
JJ.000,000.
on the part of states and
It Is a curious fact that the benefito the more
ciaries of wills greatly dislike to give counties that Insures success
Importance than the facility It
the organization will offer to
and other
tg he tax collector uny pnrt of project fostered by
the Lee Highway associa- tourists to travel from the Atlantic to
Ibe siim Inherited, In spite of the fact known as
the Pacific through much of the most
that It Is practically a gift for which tion.
This great artery of travel by motor beautiful scenery In the country as
no labor has been performed.
Main
well as over a comparatively
?asy
The Inherltnnce tnx Is levied on net has been termed the Southern
Cnited States. Its
the
of
Street
remains
what
Is,
roadway.
that
after
viitntes,
finest
the
will
It
be
assert that
Every Mile May Now Be Used.
the deductions permissible under the
coast to coast ns
Rverv mile of the road Is now a con
tnx laws are limiio. The estates listed scenic route from
In the period under review were well as the shortest, Krom Washington nected up highway, they announce, and
to San Dleo, Cal., It will measure can be traveled any day In the year
brought down to a net figure of
Is 300 miles less in fnct. It Is all In dally use.
It is
7 3,5.'!
and the tax levied upon 8,000 miles, which
than any other route. Eventually, it estimated that approximately 80 per
that sum.
until, the Lee highway will be ex rent of It Is graded and that all the
Many Deductions Allowed.
to New York necessary bridges nnd culverts have
Deductions are of various charac- tended from Washington
Sun Diego to hun i
from
and
a
there
is
been constructed. Some of this
city
the
In
first
place
ters.
Is of the type known ns
giving it a total length of 3,700
specific deduction of $50,000 for all
mnendam, but this will be re
estates and no one who leaves less miles.
It is estimated that the road will placed ultimately with scientifically
than that sum has his bequests curafford highway transportation to at built pavement.
tailed by the tux.
From almost every county sent nlong
For the period under review there least 15,000,000 people, approximately
of our continental popula- the line there Is a stretch of this modsuch estates having a gross
t
were
This will contribute materially ern pavement extending In either dition.
value of S4.T7,471,2!0.
deductions Include to the development of a zone at least rection and in some instances Ihls perThe statutory
100 miles wide throughout Its entire manent
charitable, public nnd similar
roadway Is continuous for 200
us of far
These took $2G4,4!I1,0S7 froia length. This Is regarded
miles. There are, of course, brenks in
Its continuity, but the association Is
now negotiating a construction program under which the road authorities
of the various states nnd counties will
to close all the gaps. It Is
hoped that this can be accomplished
within the next two years, assuming
tbnt conditions continue favorable.
The Lee highway runs southwest
fiom Washington, traversing Mie valley
of Virginia, thence .vest to cross the
from
Mississippi river at Memphis,
Memphis It runs to Little Rock, Ark.,
nnd follows the magnificent lied Kiver
valley of southern Oklahoma, then on
through western Texns, southern New
Mexico, Arizona and California to Han
.

Rain Water and
Pure Soap

;

OXFORD GRAY TRELAINE WRAP
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Although she this just lieeii uii'.de
n tax of $!)2,10C,148
was paid on them, heiress to $2o,000 on condition that
an average of more than $4,000,000 she marries. Miss ltv.th Spanler of
ench. The gross total of the 23 es- Corona, L. I., does not Intend to give
tates was $"(00,(537,093
more
fian up the selling of bread, rolls and pies
half a billion.
In her mother's store Just to get the
The millionaire clnss Is sufficiently money. A few days ago she received
numerous to furnish plots for no en I Information that she hnJ been named
of romantic stories of wills and heirs. as one of the beneficiaries In the will
In the class listed an bequeathing of her uncle. Miss Spanler. who Is
years l I, lives with her
$750,000 to $1,000,000 were 3S2 dece- twenty-on- e
mother In Corona, where they have
dents, leaving property worth
Frederic J. Ilaskln In the conducted a bakery since the death of

do not reveal how the
fortunes were bequeathed. They tell
no stories of newsboys who helped old
ladles across crowded streets and
later woke up millionaires because the
old ladles on their deathbeds remembered the kind deeds.
Billions Go to Heir.
What the figures do show is that In
the period from September, 101(5, to
January, V.Y2, the latest for which Chicago Dally News.
statistics have been compiled, 42,2:51)
ettates passed to fortunate heirs. The
total sum bequeathed stimgers the
Imagination. It amounted to
The average Individual would
consider himself lucky If his morning
mull liifonred him that some old
uncle's will had left him $1,000. Hut,
.MiouKh
within this brief period
money was Inherited to make S.TN'i
millionaires. The sum. If averaged
among the recipients, would give each
a fortune of about $.'iMXMi, which "Main Street of the South" Gets
is enough for a man to live upon all
Financial Aid From States
thousand persons,
bis days. Forty-twand Counties.
city,
enough to populate a
all were made rich through Inheritance In this period.
'
The beheliciary
does not get the
IS WONDERFUL SCENIC' ROUTE
whole amount of the bequest, for the
$S,7S5,-641.8M-

it

the time of death, and the expenses
of tlie administration of estates may

deducted from the net or taxable
estate.
These deductions In this
period reached a total of J1.0.'13,4OS,-174- .
It is presumed a large part of
this billion was consumed by the
classification
ex"administratis

Gowns of Velvet

SHE KEEPS ON WORKING

Heavv Oxford oray Is used to de
velop this smart wrap. Black and white
cire braid, finished with an embroid
ery of red and white trims collar, cape
and cuffs. Silk surfaced trelalne in
white, edged with the same embroid
ery motif done in red and black, Is
used for the lining.

Mod-

Should Not Tempt You Use

(BAOMJKXlIEt:
BAKING POWDEUT
That's What Millions
of Housewives Do

The Economy

After a prolonged period of collar-les- s
frocks, fashion is calling neckwear Into play again. Berthas that
open in bnck or front or are closed
entirely, Berthas that are wide
enough to be called capes or narrow
Berthas
enough to be called collars.
of net or batiste or linen, plain, emare In orbroidered or
der. Gulmpes of net sre gnthered
Into a close neckband, given a
flat collar and three rows of
narrow Insertion down the center.
The round collar and t.ie twi piece
collar that fits the Jenny neckline are
both In the reckoning and there are
a few rever sets. Occasionally there
are frilly pieces but the majority of
the new neckwear, although It may be
as ornate as lace and embroidery can
make It, has a tailored aspect and
It Is all very dainty and wearable
Capes to Match Gown.
Ever so many of the new evening
dresses are shown with velvet or brocaded capes to match the gown. A
colored
dress,
elaborately
copper
design, has
worked in an
a wide hem of the copper colored
cloth thickly padded. The sanio
which is similar to cable cord,
appears on a cape wldch Is of tl
cloth.
Indo-Chln- o

They know that

Good Baking Powder

can't be sold for less
that "more for the

mon-ey"mea- ns

bake-da- y

ures, waste of time and
money that Calumet
means economy,
The sales of Calumet are
over 150 greater than
that of any other baking powder.

BEST BY TEST

THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

Cooking Utensils

for dresses which are a little
lacking In that respect, and that,
often, the thinner dresses carry with
them a very much better and more
The fur trimmings are perhaps the fluttering line.
most interesting of the decorative dea
velopments of the season, asserts
MANY USES FOR THE POCKETS
fashion authority in the New York
Times. On all of the new frocks, we
Convenience Found Almost Necessary
find bits of fur making their appearIn Garments; Likewise About
ance in the most unexpected directhe Home.
tions. There are little fur belts ; there
are big and little fur ornaments.
Some of our dresses are
Them are fur buttons and fur edges,
and all of them are managed In the ed, while others are pocketless, though
esmost original manner, nut tney
there is nothing to prevent us from
tablish the fact that a little trimming hnving as many pockets as we wish.
How many pockets have you In your
of fur is almost a necessity on the
house?
modern gown.
Probably none.
Of course you can and should
There Is something stimulating about
the newer uses of fur, for they are have three or four In the Inside of your
rather more beautiful than they are wardrobe door for slippers and other
rich and sumptuous. Of course, these oddments, and more pockets In the in
scattered trimmings of fur have noth- side of your screen for books and pa
oeca-in- n
pers and bits of needlework but
ing to do with the warmth of the
hut thev give that wintry charac there's another notion about pockets.
ter to the frock and the look that is Tou know how you have all sorts of
need In a hurry In
unmistakably of a season when the things that you
dresses at least make some attempt those small drawers In your dressing
If you were to tack little creto keep the cold air away from the table.
comtonne pockets all round the inside of
body. There Is a good deal of
drawers you could put pins
plaint among some male members of those top and ribbons
and hair combs
the population because the dresses nnd veils
that ladles wear make no attempt to In them, and be able to snatch them In
of hurry always supposing
protect them from the cold, but these a moment
new trimmings are nt least n sop to you can remember in which pocket you
I
those who are suffering from any put them, of course
to shelves, pockets are the
Next
once
a
dress
nnd
sort
of
the
grouch
looks warm why then It does not much most Important things In the house,
matter whether it really lives up to and, what's more, they ore decorative
that standard or not. Suffice It to say If you make them from printed linens
that there are plenty of warm cover or cretonnes.

Peltry Affords One of the Most
of Decorative Developments of the Season.'
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SOME NEW PRACTICAL IDEAS ON
SAFEGUARDING GRADE CROSSINGS

AVERAGE FARM WAGES

PRICE DISCOUNT

ARE REPORTED LOWER

GIVEN FOR HOGS
fPBCIAIi

RUSH 8BHVICO secured If
rou mention this paper wkea nrltlas
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Mfg. and
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Seemed to Be Ne Difference In Flavor
or Keeping Qualltiee of Three
Grade Marked Difference
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Appearance.

(Prepared by tha United States Department
oi Arneulture.)
One of a series of shrinkage tests
I
R
Fur Run. Tan and make to determine justification for the price
aMscount which baa always been ap- T "uTaV
Var Cou made to order; I plied to soft and oily hogs, us com
,SY3Utt Pun, Heada. etc. Writ, or call for pared with firm bogs, was recently
catalot:
wanted. JONAS BROS..
completed by the United States De
I023-2- J
Broadway. Denver, Colo. partment of
Agriculture. The tests
Indicate that the discrimination against
soft pork and the price discounts,
usually ranging from $1 to $3 per 100
I'lanoa and player pianos 01 our own
mantuacture or every description.
povmds, are due to the lack of at
Free exchange privilege. Lowest
tructlveness of the pork rather than
prices, reasonable terms. Write (or
a catalog, prices.
because of any heavy shrinkage In
iiAi.mviif piano compam
weight.
10.-ICalifornia At
Lose in Weight I Same.
Tumi
l
UULVi
I
n ei
m
iOVD) tu us, t ( wuv
aisjrr.
dc, An CLCt,
i KILAL LArxKl
hoes, were made, and complete shrinkI
Tt
Leam a trade
..V
an AntnmnHvn n a Anin
lni,nl,(dJn

r7fTaxidenny,Furs

"r3

PIANOS

placed in Kood nonitinn. fominc Ian rin
to 150.00 Per week. We have more no- ltlons than we can fill. Have connections with 4.000 firms tnklntr nil nur
graduates, Special rates and terms.
Free catalog. Johnson's Automotive
rrades Softool, Dept. AZ, 729 Broadway,

curing,

I

smoking and retaining were

Per

GREAT PAYING

COMBINATION

a

definite, established
set of rules to insure the
safety of your principal
with a positive yield of
is

interest.

m

Just

because you live out
of Denver there is no
reason why you cannot
satisfactorily invest your
money in Standard Municipal Bonds with the helpof our
ful
Mail Investment Department.

Let

m

us indicate your

The Tamworth Is Generally Considered
to Be the Best Bacon Hog.

prosperity.

were in turn shown to be
essential to the production of more
and better stock by building a more
productive soil as well as supplying
Legumes

secured.
The tests showed that the
total loss In weight from the cooler
to the end of the retaining period of
oily pork was 13.85 per cent of the
chilled weight and was the same as
that of firm pork. The shrinkage In

protein feed cheaply.
Every step in growing clover was
shown In this exhibit from liming

soft pork was nearly 16 per cent or
2.07 per cent more than that of either
the firm or oily pork.
There seemed to be no difference
In the flavor or keeping qualities of the
three grades of pork. A marked dif
ference was noticeable in the general
appearance of these grades, and the
tests Indicate that the trade preference
for firm pork Is largely due to this
consideration. Oily pork retains a
yellowish cast and when cut the meat
Is oily and soft. This renders it less
attractive than the solid, white, and
comparatively dry meat from firm

in-

vestments through
THE NEWTON PLAN
of systematic saving.
Write Dept. G-- j.

Investment Bankers

First National Bank
Building, Denver
Pope Block, Pueblo
"Nation Enttrprtsa n'Mldui In

CknitSlnn II6T

Hebron's Plan Where Roadway Is Parallel to Railway.
On Left, Plan
Where Road la at Right Anglea to Railway.
M. P. Robson of Houston, Tex., has
speed to make the acute angle turn
advanced an Idea on the safeguard- safely the plan calls for a short run-- 1
ing of railroad crossings that Is be- way straight ahead, where the mo- ing balled as a very valuable suggestorlst can turn around at bis leisure.
tion by railroad safety men and trafThe plan works In exactly the same
fic men generally.
way If the motorist Is traveling In
The two drawings illustrate Mr. the opposite direction to the one in- Robson's plan.
The upper drawing """Htea.
shows the proposed method where the
ine second drawing illustrates me
roadway Is parallel to the railway method as applied to roads that cross
tracks. Take the driver In the car as pic iracas at a ngnt angle, vine
tured.
If a train Is coming toward lorces a slowing aown, mere oeing
htm, he sees It while on the main high- uue urutiu turu urst, meu an acute
way. If a train Is coming in the op one. By making the acute angle turn
the motorist Is given a good view of
posite direction, that Is to his rear, g
the tracks in both directions before he
crosses. Ue Is forced to a very slow
speed and will have, his car under
control.
zig-za- g

PIPE

Kocky
- a n ri

r
region.

us

III!.' UTI1U I'li'l
co., Denver, cola. (Men- creahkhv
tion this paper wnen writing.)
f

fun-

Farmers'

nrifoa

Averaoea S465
Tli a avavacra
naf In.
B
American farmer will bs
"Ppt.lW"
less than J405 this year, Gray bUvei
of Washington, D. C, representing the
American Farm Bureau Federation,
paid In on address at the annuul meet-lng of the Vermont Farm Bureau Fed
eration here. He declared thut the
national organization, with 1,500,000
uuu. county organization.
memuers,
of community
and many thousands
centers representing more than $80,- 000,000,000 invested, was now In tha
''throes of distress.'
In-n-

INCREASE VALUE

OF MANURE

I

Addition of Phosphate Will Give Great
Results on Soils That Have
Been Exhausted.

eiit1lm(rtn , Vf
...(,.

T

ran not h

aolrt

that

th

mlilltlnn

of tne pno8phai6 wlu always doubIe
the value of the manure, but in some
cases It certainly will. On soils that
have become exhausted through long
cropping to grains, or where live stock
has been fed and shipped for many
years, the phosphate will give great
'Thla la hAPnliao

raoiilta

.

,

anrh

nrnnq

tn(.k

auant.tIeg of nhosnhorus.
nothing is brought back. On
farms where all hay and grain
are fed and all mnnure saved, the
phosphate will not give such evident
results. You can hardly find a farm
today east of the Mississippi which
Gen. Wood Remains in Philippine,
does not show a lack of phosphorus,
Gen.
MaJ.
Leonard
Washington.
unless phosphates have been used freeWood, governor general of the Philip ly. Thus,' while the use of acid phos- pine islands, has decided to remain at phate may not, in all cases, double
his present post and not to accept the the value of manure, It will always
offer nia'de by the University of Penn- make It more useful, and the plan is,
on
whole, one of the best that
sylvania to be the provost of thut in can the
be. followed,
stitution, according to Information re
ceived here by administration officials.
TO HANDLE EGGS
War Department officials declined to RIGHT WAY
make formal announcement of General
Where One la Broken Over Others In
Wood's decision.
Case It Causes Them to Spoil-A- void
Washing.
filch Chinese Lands at San Francisco.
n
San Francisco, Calif. William
Rough handling of eggs which causes
Lee, who said be was a Chinese
by birth, bat British by nationality, one to break and run over others In
and reputed by letters of identification the egg case tttw ocitwf them to
to be a millionaire trader of Sydney, spoil. Eggs will also gather moisture
Australia, held on Angel Island her If they are brought suddenly from
(or many hours, was allowed to land cold storage into a warm room or the
on his own recognizance pending word warm sunlight. The bent way to get
from Washington as to his status un- eggs to keep Is to provide clean nests
der the Immigration laws. Mr. Lee, and clean food for the flock. Then
who says be is in the United States to nse cool storing places and avuld washplace orders for machinery valued at ing them, even If they are a little
$100,000, carried a passport and a let- dirty. The cleaner your eggs, the bet
ter they will keep and the more de-- ;
ter from the lord mayor of Sydney.
mand there will be for them.
i
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A Plan

Adopted

Roads
lng In

in

on Some of the New
Central Texas.

the

same direction with him,
he can't fall to see this train when he
makes the acute angle turn for the
railroad crossing and Is headed
obliquely back In the other direction.
In addition, the motorist, In order
to make the acute angle tum must
slow down.
He will be headed to
ward the tracks at a very low rate
of speed.
He will be entirely able to
stop, and, under the circumstances, It
is not likely" that" he' will have any
ambition to beat the train to the
crossing.

KEEP CAR RUNNING

Good, Clean Oil Is of Most Vital

Importance.
Just a Few Changes From Summer
Running Are Necessary and Six
Helpful 8uggestlone Are Offered
to Owners of Automobiles.

sour soils to the utilization of the
crop for greater advantage to both
live stock and land.
The many uses of the soybean were
also demonstrated as a soil builder
on thin land, as a green manure crop,
as hay, and as a supplementary feed
grown in corn for hogging off with
hogs or lambs.

IMPROVE

DAIRY

BREEDS

Fundamental Rules of Fitting Must Bi
Understood and Observed With
Best Breeds.

motorist should have no more
trouble with his car in winter than he
does In summer, If he takes the right
recautlons. Cold weather operation
requires just a few changes from
summer running, and the following six
helpful suggestions are made to those
operating motor cars in cold weather.
1. Use a good, clear oil with a low
cold test. It will flow at the first turn

WLDOUGLAS
ffitll
567&8 SHOES
aotnally

deW. Ii. Doufrlaa shoes are
manded year after year by more people
tbaa any oUier shoe in tile world

at all

Auto men and railway men gen
erally who have been approached on
the subject have agreed that Mr. Robson's plan is superior to any of the
others suggested and they express the
hope that It will speedily be given a
thorough test.
While It Is recognized that the plan
would make railroad crossing a slow
process, It is believed that motorists
would not object to this If a large
number of the present grade crossings
are eliminated altogether. Especially
It Is not believed they will object to
the minor delays when It is remem
bered that 1,600 people were killed
on grade crossings In the United States
last year and some 12,000 injured
This tredmendous slaughter can be
avoided by the adoption of an ade
quate safety system. Motorists gen
erally are invited to Join In the per
fecting of such a system.

pet-coc-

over,
2. A little alcohol in your radiator
will prevent a frozen radiator, cause

M!TMIDD!LE

Inconvenience and preclude
cylinder blocks.
8. A radiator cover will keep your
engine and radiator warm. It also
makes far easier starting ana javes
your storage battery.
4. Drain your crank case more fre- quently In winter than In summer.
Every 500 miles Is a good plan.
B. Easy
starting even In coldest
weather, will result from the use
of volatile gasoline, because or its
low boiling point.
6. There are more than fifty parts
on your car that need lubrication. See
that they get It this winter.
cracked

Check timing of motor.
Look over water cooling system and
determine that there are no leaks.

If the dairy breeds ure to be Im-proved and brought up to maximum
Note operation of clutch and wheth
milk and butterfut production so that
er there is excessive play in clutch
the science of breeding may be broucht
pedal.
down to more nearly a problem of
I
then
of
cons
the
good
mathematics,
To get the longest mileage out of
the leading breeds must be given credsee that they are the proper
tires,
ible official records.
Fundamental
tires for the rims and see that they fit
rules of fitting must be understood and
snugly.
observed to have the cows in condi
tion to make good records, and then
IN
RADIATOR
PUTTING WATER
Glycerine applied to the windshield
fundamental rules of feeding must be
with a piece of cotton or waste, will
fully understood and appreciated In Plan Outlined
Whereby It Can Be help keep the glass clean when drlv- feeding them when they are undergo
Done Without Overflow on Floor
lng in rain.
test.
the
ing
of tetf Garage.
Many motorists carry a flashlight In
REMOVE TRASH FROM GARDEN
their cars, and this little piece of
Pouring too much water In the radiator has become such a habit that equipment is extremely valuable for
Burning or Adding to Compost Heaps most car owners seem to consider It a emergency use.
Aids Materially in Insect Dissport. They stop pouring In water
The greatest care must be taken In
fluid
ease Control.
when the streams of
start trickling down the shell and core. straightening out dents In the fenders,
Removal of the trash from the gar Then they hunt for a dry rag and If the parts are not to assume a battered appearance.
den, either by burning or adding It to spend ten minutes cleaning up.
www
a compost heap will aid materially In
By Inserting one end of a
An automobile traveling 25 miles an
Insect and disease control.
The vari- piece of copper tubing of same
run will consume
hour on a
ous rots which attack tomatoes, the diameter as overflow pipe Into a suitfungus diseases of melons, beans, late able hole In the center of a large less gasoline than If It were travelblight of celery, soft rot and antliruc-nos-e cork, and by then Inserting the cork ing 46 miles an hour.
of cucumber and melons, may live In the spout of the watering can,
Drain out all old oil In the motor
over on the old crop remains. Further- water can be poured in without the
more, If the diseased trash is allowed
possibility of overflowing on the out- and replace with clean oil every 600
to stay on the ground It will eventside. As the water cannot flow In any miles, always make sure gauge regisually infect the soil and render the faster than It can flow out the over ters Indicate proper level and that
land unfit for gardening.
flow pipe, the owner can be as care-- pressure gauge Indicates properly.
d
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It takes a woman to point out the
faults of another woman.
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DIED

to New York City alone from kid
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim
by neglecting pains and aches.
Guard against trouble by taking

LATHROP'S
mt

HAARLEM

mi

OIL

The world's standard remedy for
kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid trouble.
Holland' national remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sues. Guaranteed.
Look for tha name Cold Madal on
oo ana aenpt no Imitation

are usually due

to

straining

when constipated.
Nujol being a lubricant
keeps the food waste soft
and
therefor
prevents
training. Doctors prescribe
because
it
not only
Nujol
soothes the sufferingof
pilea but relieves the irritation, brings comfort and
help to remove them.

Contraband Wine, Beer, Bran and
Mash Poured Into Manhole Let
Go With Serious Result.

Engine Mows Down Worker at Depot
Kearny, N. J. A locomotive of the
Jersey Central railroad ploughed
through a crowd of several hundred
workmen at the Aspen station, near
here, killing one man and Injuring
eight others, two of whom may die.
The men alighted from one train and
were crossing the next tracks when
the engine ran them down. . A dense
fog obstructed a view of the approaching engine.
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HOME BREW WRECKS SEWER

Poughkeepsie, N. T. Inhabitants
of Jamestown consider home brew an
Infants' drink unless it will remove
the enamel from the kitchen sink, it
' said, but that test is too mild for
Poughkeepsie hooch bounds, it must
be of sufficient strengtn to wreck a
ewer system, a lumber yard and a
river front before they can get any
kick, according to Cyrus Watklns,
who knows what good ilkker Is,
When a manhole blew up, throwing
the cover many feet Into the air and
toppling over lumber piles and smashing windows by the concussion of
the report, It was remembered that
Sheriff Everett P. Davles had poured
considerable contraband wine, beer,
bran and mash down that hole.
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Neighbors testified they had seen
the girl struck and kicked by ber
mother, and generally cruelly treated.
Mary, who is only 4 feet 6 Inches,
took the stand and told ber story
She speaks
through an interpreter.
no English.
Mary said all her time here she
was forced to live in the basement,
sleeping on an iron bed and with no
fire in the winter. She performed all
Ihe housework, despite the fact there
ire four other children In the house.
She was never permitted to eat wltb
the rest of the family, she said. When
Mary was rescued by Policewoman
Florence Van Amber she wore only a
dress and a house apron.
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Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria.

The principal thing In safeguarding
grade crossings Is to make the motor
ist understand that every crossing Is a
danger spot, to impress on him, as he
approaches, that he Is at a place
where he must take precautions. Any
plan which tends to make the motorist
feel that the grade crossing has been
made safe Is worse than no plun

The mixture In the carburetor Is correct if the engine runs
without choking, popping or
missing In the lowest possible
speed or the highest possible
speed or at any speed between
these two extremes. The color
of the exhaust flame, If exhaust
manifold were removed or
in cylinder head opened,
should be a faint blue or purple.

A

Gowing

The Cutlcura Toilet Trio.

Chicago. An amazing story of cruel' Having cleared your skin keep It clear
ty by a mother was recited by several by making Cutlcura your every-da-y
witnesses before Judge Theodore F. toilet preparations. The Soap to cleans
Ehler In the case of Marr Dywan, and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
nineteen-year-old
girl, recently rescued heal, the Talcum to powder and per
No toilet table la complete)
after living in rags In the basement of fume.
her mother's home, 8519 Buruhara ave- - without them. Advertisement
nue, for two years.
more In,
result of the te,timon, Mrg, this world than accomplishes
ambition.
was
to
held
Mary Dyw,in ,he mother,
a charge of cruelty,
the grand jury
Important to Mothar
0n four other clmrgeg of assauU wlt
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It

less or as hasty about the Job as he Forced to Go Barefooted in the Snow.
pleases. Even In the dark he would a deadly weapon and disorderly con- know when to stop simply by the duct ihe demanded
jury trial,
buuiiu ui uie water unipmg 10 tne
Evidence was brought out by As
floor
overflow
from
the
garage
pipe, sistant State's
Attorney Clarence E.
The contraption can be carried In a Nelson
that the girl, who was
showing
side pocket and used in the watering
brought here from Austria two years
can of any garage.
ago, bad been repeatedly beaten with
a carpet beates, made to do all the
housework, and forced to go barefoot
ed into the snow last winter to chop
The Correct Mixture.

WELL DURING WINTER
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Details Given in Bulletin.
......
. i ., i
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i.
,i
ui me
icnis,
joget,her wIth tne resllt8 obtained, ore
In
United States Department of
given
Agriculture Bulletin 1088, entitled
chrinbnra of Soft Pnrk TTnrlor Cnm- Conditions.
tnerclol
This bulletin may
REPAIRS
STOVE
for your old stove and furnace. All be obtained free on request to the
makes. Ask your dealer.
United States Department of Aerlcula. UA'inm sruvK surt-Luu,
'
Legumes Are Essential to
WnHhlnetnn. D C,
1
Lawrence St., Denver. Colo.
Better Live Stock.
. ..

IIC tUD C DDI ICQ
MAbnlHCni, rirt, flAILO ANll aUrrLIC
We buy and sell. Send us your inquiries.
The Denver metal A machinery Co,
Offices 13th & Larimer Sts. Warehouse
and yards 1st to 3d on Larimer, Denver,
UAP11IUCDV

Story Is Told of How
Hope Is an excellent thing to have,
but It Is one of the things
pawnMother Beat and Mistreated
broker will not advance anything on.
Her Daughter.

Always a Danger Spot.

Safety at Turn.
In case the motorist finds himself
approaching the turn at too great a

hogs.

ex-

Amazing

Big Stock Show.

The investment of your
surplus funds is not a
propositioa There

hour to

GIRL" HELD TO JURY

and Live Stock Are Advo
cated by Missouri College at

A feature of much interest and
value of the American Royal Live
Stock show at Kansas City was the
exhibit of the Missouri College of Agriculture. The message conveyed by
this exhibit Is summed up In seven
words: "Legumes and Live Slock,
the Paying Combination."
The possibilities of live stock farm
ing were shown In the central section
of the exhibit, and the truth Is empha
sized that more and better live stock
will mean grenter wealth and satisfaction for the farmer and greater

an

MOTHER OF "CELLAR

Legumes

M Imvestlgate- Don t Guess

of

For many year druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr, Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney, lirer tad bladder medi
clue.
It is a physician's prescription.
mediSwamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening
cine. It hslpa the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
hi stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggist on its merit nj
it should help you. No other kidney medicine ha so many friends, Be sure to got Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However. If you wish first to teat this
send ten cents ta pr,
Etat prepararuon
& Co
Bingbamton, N. V, for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure tad
mention this paper. Advertisement.

tinguish. The blaze seemed to
come from underwater and rose
seven or eight feet in the air
like a submarine volcano In

The average rate of wages of mule
farm labor for the entire United
States, October 1, wus $28.97 a month
with board, according to the first of
a regular series of quarterly reports
from 1,300 county crop reporters to
the United States Department of Ag
riculture. The average rate for the
year 1921 was $30.14. By the month
without board, the average, October
1, was $41.58, compared with $43.32,
the average for 1921.
Day wages,
with board, October 21, was $1.57 com
pared with $1.08 last year, and day
wages without board was $2.08 com
pared with $2.18 in 1921.
Of the 1,300 reports, 38 per cent
stated that the labor supply exceeded
the demand at current wages, 33 per
cent stated that the demand exceeded
the supply, and 31 per cent reported
an even balance. Excess of supply was
stated to be most pronounced In the
cotton states, Georgia, Florida, Texas,
Oklahoma, and Arkunsns; also In Missouri, Nebraska and Kansas. Demand
exceeded supply In New York, Penn
West
sylvania,
Virginia,
Virginia,
North Carolina, and the Pacific Coast

states.

uenver.

three-quarte-

Cent

Labor Supply Ex.
ceeded Demand, Especially
in Cotton States.

SHRINKAGE RECORDS SECURED

HOTEL MLTKOPOLE
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Stated That

AND DYE It 9.

Eminently fireproof.

Reports

SWAMP-ROO- T

Atlantic City, N. J. The sun's
rays are charged with igniting
fuel oil caked about the piles
on a Jetty at Tennessee avenue
and causing a blaze that took

Rate for Male Labor Is Now
$28.97 a Month With Board.

Lower Price for Soft Pork Paid
Because of the Lack of Ajkwei.hv
repairing. All orders promptly
to. Est. 1S7S, 16tn ft Champa.
ttractiveness of Meat.

IIOHM-ALLE-

RECOMMEND

WHY DRUGGISTS

Sun's Rays Ignite Oil
Causing Volcanic Blaze

-

la a
wujol
lubricantnot

a medicine or
laxative
ao
cannot (rripe.
Try it today.

SB
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ACDLDTODAY-DOr-

TT

DUXf

Cures QOdSfH 24foursl
iaurtpp trt 3 Jifausx
w.w.4lul.co.,orTRorr.

BLACK

PROTEGTIOM
100
FOR LIFE
from one vaccination with

Cutter's Liquid or Solid
Blackleg Ansreaaln.

Abao.

luteiy sale. Cutter's Solid Agsm.
sin Iniectonwork just like Black Ir
Pill lntectora. If Cotter's AggreMia
if uoobtaiaablelocaily,
write

The Cutter Laboratory

(U.&Lccue) California
Style Powder tndPdl Vscctna aull uaW
1st thois wao prctu tacov .
Berkeley

M.B.-- OM

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,
FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORC OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

colony.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,
I

D0 1NG8,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FiARS OF MANKIND.

WESTERN
itulun 0. JaraeB, 16 yea.s old, pupil
tlie West Side High School, Salt
Lake City, was shot und killed lu&tunt-lby one of a supposed quartet of bandits during an attempted lioldup of the
U. and D. drug store.
After rcslgn'cg the presidency of the
Western Leugue, A. It. Tearney of Chifor
cago wag unanimously
five years without any restrictions on
the conduct n the office, at a special
meeting of ,be club owners ut the minor league convention at Louisville, Ky.
B. Ochoa of Sun Francisco, well
known export and Import deuler, died
In San .Francisco as the result of Injuries suffered when he uttempted to
rescue Dolores Ramos, 21 years old,
who was washed off a pier at the
She was rescued finul-tj- r
ocean beach.
by I'ollceman Arthur Dolan.
More than tlrty blocks of Astoria,
Ore., including part of the older resis
dence district, most of the leading
houses ard bunks were swept by
a fire. The fire got beyonl control by
eating beneath the plllug room upon
which the city hud been built on the
bank of the ' olumblu river. Two
deaths were riyorted.
A young man who said he was Del
Olbbs, 21 yeurs old, held In Los Angeles to answer three charges of burglary, was declared by the police to
have confessed he was wanted In Kansas City, Mo., for the murder of Theodore Vun Thess, u cigar dealer, wlio
was slula In the Missouri city last
July In an utteuipt to rob him of

it

y

bus-Ine-

$12,000.

Five mort deaths, bringing to ten
tb toll Inddeutul to the storm which
truck the Pacific coast recently are
reported ut Sun Francisco. Two men
while
were drowned
attempting t
cross an Oregon stream, swollen by
the ruius, in a rowboat ; another died
of exposure In eastern Oregon, and
resulting from an
two died of
attempt to rekindle a fire In u stove
with usuline.
Arthur C. Burcli, formerly oi Evans-ton- ,
III., has been given his freedom at
Los Angeles, after standing trial three
times for murder und once for insanity. The Juries on the murder charge
nil disagreed and the alienists at the
insanity henrinif did likewise, but the
weight of expressed belief of the latter was thut Burch was sane, or harmless If insane, so his freedom wus restored to him.

WASHINGTON
employment
The expansion o
throughout the nation in the month of
November was the greatest within the
year, according to the survey of the
Department of Lubor. For the past,
of the sixty-fivmonth fifty-twcities from which reports were received showed Increased employment.
The American pension system cost
the public $2r.5,201,(M)2 during the fiscal year ended lust June 30, according
to the unnuul report of the commissioner of pur .ions sent to President
Harding. Of tills amount $2."3,807,fi&
was paid out for pensions, the cost of
maintenance of the system being
e

The residence of J. J. Walsh, post"
master general of the Irish Free State,
and other government officials In Dublin were attacked by armed nien and
set on fire, recently.
A reported plot of Chinese bandits,
who are said to have beea joined by
200 Japanese roughs, to loot
Tslng
Tao, China, and k duap all foreigners
created consternation In the foreign

lead-ins-

Lieut. Col. Charles A. Powers of
Denver has been awarded the distinDeguished service medal by the War
partment. The citation stuted that as
a surgeon with the French army and
later with the American Bed Cross
military hospital No. 1 he displayed
untiring energy and surgical ublllty tf
the highest ordei.
Withdrawal from settlement of land
la southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah on which are a number of
prehistoric t wcrs erected by Indluns
will be the effect of un order Issued
by President Hurdlng, according to the
dilution, which suid the
Smithsonian
Its efetlon was due
President's
forts and these of the Interior Department.
The uctlvltle:. of Madame Gadskl,
concert and opara singer, during the
recent war, were "entirely honoruble,"
according to a statement Issued In San
Francisco by Seth Millington, commander of the American Legion, Department of California. "There Is no
men should take
reason why
offense ut any proposed concert given
by lludame Gadskl," Commander Millington stuted.
Mexico City dispatches received ut
Washington state that El Universal,
one of the leading newspapers of that
city, claims to have In Its possession
the text of a secret treaty, said to
kave been entered Into In May, 1'dl'i,
by Great Britain, France and the
United States whereby the latter i
guaranteed a free hand In Mexican and
Central American affairs, tlie other
two signatories undertaking not to recognize any government In the southern
republics of .North America not preUnited
viously recognized by th
States.

Itory O'Connor and Llam Mellowes
and two Uher Irish rebels were executed In Mount Joy prison in Dublin.
The other two men executed . were
John McKltvey und Richard Barrett,
both prominent itepublicans.
The London conference of allied
premiers, called to arrange the basis
for an ullied financial and reparations conference in Brussels, bas
broken down. The premiers had tak

en adjournment until Jan. 2.
President Cesgrave announced to the
Irish Parliament thut Deputy Sean
liales had been shot und killed, und
Deputy Patrick O'Maille, who was deputy speaker, had been wouaded while
they were on their wuy to the Parliament session.
The Seunud Elreunn, or upper
house of the Irish Free State Parlia
ment, was organized with the election
of Dr. George Sigerson, professor of
biology In the University of Dublin, as
temporury chairuiau und the administration of the oath of allegiance to
the senators.
The Nobel peace prize has been
presented to Dr. Fridtjof Nunseu of
Chrlstiuna, Norway. The award wus
made for Dr. Nansens work In re
lieving the starving populations of
ltussla and Asia Minor on behalf of
the League of Nations und for his endeavors to promote u brotherhood of
nations.
itafet Pasiiu is trying to find hus
bands for 1l0 members of the former
sultan's harem. The women range In
age from 17 to 35 years. All of them
are penniless, ltufet also is unxious
to solve the fate of the former mon
arch's numerous progeny, us well as
thut of twenty princes und princesses
of the royal blood. "It ought not to ba
difficult to find husbunds or helpmates
for these women," said a palace functionary. "They all were selected for
their beauty, youth und figure. Most
of them were gifts to the sultan from
governors of the provinces. They have
matchless complexions, dark eyes and
long chestnut colored hair."

GENERAL
Damage estimated ut $20,000 was
caused by fire which broke out at the
Culver Military Academy ut Culver,
Ind.
A campaign to enlist 50,000 ministers und through them 40,000,000
church members to tuke an active part
in tlie 1024 presidential election was
announced by the liev. J. Clover Mons-meditor of the Mmister's monthly In

Southwest News
From 'All Over

New Mexico

and Arizona
W. II. Goddard, supervisor of tlie
Tonton national forest, died at a Globe
hospital following an Illness of several

months.
Local and state contractors met at a
banquet In Phoenix and organized the
Arizona chapter of the Association of
General Contractors of America.
Three Mexicans escnped from the
Wlllcox jail recently. In some way
they had obtained a saw and made an
opening large enough to make their
escape.
L. B. Kason, night foreman at the
samill of tlie McKlnley Land and
Lumber Company ut Albuquerque, was
smothered to death when caught In a
cave in of sawdust.
The concrete work for the new vault
of the Sliver City National Bunk Is all
completed and when the entire structure Is finished it will be one of the
finest vaults of its kind in New Mexico.

J. G. Scruglium, governor-elec- t
Nevada and
throughout the West, will be one of
the speakers of the "Prosperity Con
vention" of tlie Arizona Industrial
Congress which will be held in Phoenix, Dec. 18 and 19.
A mill of 500 tons capacity is to be
Installed ut an early dute at the prop
erty of the Young Mines Company of
Voungsberg, Ariz., und production Is
expected to start not later than next
March, according to George U. Young,
president ami general manager of the
Considerable development
company.
work has been done und new machinery Installed at the mine.
CorporaAlthough the Phelps-Dodgtion lias 000 men at work at Its Mob
end (Ariz.) brunch, Capt. J. P. Hodgson, general manager, has stated that
they would be glad to have another
100 or 150. Tliis number is needed ut
once to tuke cure of tlie additional
work planned by the company. A
school has been started to teach
green" miners modern methods em
Lieut.

Col.

of

e

ployed.

Henry Williams, Jr., aged 1(3 years,
of Kstancia, N. M., killed himself re
cently by placing a pistol against his
head and pulling trigger. The boy had
been to a nearby church and came
home, passed up tlie stairs and was
found a few minutes later lying on tlie
floor of his room, deud.- He hud been
uttending school for some time und it
was rumored that he had become de
spondent over u boyish love affair.

Kastern New Mexico has not been
abandoned
by oil experts in spite of
Chicago.
confessed the fact that several deep holes have
Leroy Kpees,
George
Geolobeen drilled In that section.
slayer of John Shurtz, Middletown,
are now at work in the La Lande
lowu, farmer, ut midnight, Sept. 11 gists
district und It is reported that the
last, was sentenced to life imprisonOil Company has agreed to put
ment in thu penitentiury ut Fort Madidown a test w ell on the properly. The
utter
hour
one
within
und
son, lowa,
McGiU well which wus started severul
sentence he was in tlie prison, ninemonths ago will soon resume drilling
teen miles uwuy.
and oil experts believed thut the first
'Do your Christmas mailing early"
pay sand will be found at not more
and other slogans designed to Impress than 1,200 feet.
of
users
tlie
Importance
upon holiday
Water in tlie big Klephunt Butte reswith the postal authoris suid to lie lower at tlie preservoir
motiou
from
picture
ities were flushed
screens in all parts of the country, it ent time than it has been in tlie past
two years, but if no more water runs
wus announced in New York by
in there will lie enough to care for tlie
Morgan.
irrigation in that section for at least
One man was killed, two policemen
another two years, according to the ofwere wounded, one probably fatally, ficials in charge. There are 1,400,000
man
is
and a companion of the dead
acre feet of water In reserve, or
in a hospital, the result of a shooting enough to cover that many acres one
offiaffray ut Crestline, Ohio. The
foot deep In water. No water has
cers suspected the men of being boot- flowed Into the reservoir since July 20
them
When
approached
they
leggers.
of this year and there are 200,000 acre
tlie men opened fire, the officers suid. feet less water in it than at this time
one
the
fire,
returned
The patrolmen
last year. When the reservoir was Its
of tlie uien dropping dead from fullest last year it stored 1,003,013
wounds.
acre feet.
a vicHigh school fraternities scored
Clovis, N. JL, has gone back to the
Cou t at
tory In the Missouri Supreme
curfew days again and the police have
held
court
the
when
City,
Jefferson
been busy rounding up the youths of
that studenu have the right to become the city and
sending them to their
und
societies
secret
of
members
homes.
school bourds from eul'orclis'
Out of a class of seventeen applitlie rule against such organizations.
who took tlie regular
cants
Is
Uussiu
highProof thut Bo.sl.evik
examination for admission to the
because
ly dissatisfied with Turkey
Arizona bur in tlie Senate chambers at
Pasha has abandoned the Rusthe Capitol, fourteen of tlie number
sians on the question of tlie Dardansuccessfully, according to u reelles wus found ut Luusanne when M. passed
port submitted to tlie Arizona Supreme
minissoviet
foreign
the
Tchlteherln,
to the Court by Judge Selini Franklin of Tucter, issued un urgent Invitutlon course
son, chairman of tlie state board of
the
In
und
Turkish Journalists,
examiners for admission to tlie bar.
of
them
the
wurned
of u long speech
Chief Justice 11. D. Boss of the SuIn
thu
trust
their
dangers of placing
preme Court administered tlie oath
allied nations.
Is tlie to the applicants and they were adJimmy Murphy of Los Angeles
mitted to practice on motion of Judge
champion automobile race driver for Franklin. Those who passed the exHis unofficial total Is 3,480
1922.
amination and were admitted to the
points. Harry Uurtz, also of Los Anbar were W. I lenseil Campbell, Wesley
1,502 points besecond,
finished
geles,
V.
I.
Tommy Milton, chuni-plo- Y. Dailies, Harry W.Howard, Benjamin
hind Murphy.
Hunter and II.
Kbbeluidle, all of
ElFrank
third.
was
lust yeur,
; Russell L. Linton, Joaquin F.
Phoenix
Hill
was
Bennle
and
fourth
liott was
Moreno and Arthur It. Thompson, all
fifth. Murphy won practically every of
Prescott; Hugo B. Farmer of Yuma,
was
He
first
big race during the year.
race at lndlunupolis, Dodd L. Greer of Conco, Frederick A.
In the
Kulin of Cusa Grande, D. G. Puce of
led the way at Unlontown, Pa., and
lilsbea, Dorothy II. Sargent of Tucson
In the
.euder
the
was
again
and Tlldon Edward Scarborough of
grind at Los Angeles.
Miami.
an
a
of
Five men are deud as result
Over 2,000 head of cattle have been
explosion which occurred In the plant
shipped from tlie station at Magdalena,
of the Bluck Diamond Powder ComN. M., to the pastures of Old Mexico,
pany at SuBCon, l.ve miles from Pitts- and it is thought that before the first
accuused
the
what
Just
Penn.
burgh,
of the year 00,000 head will follow.
cident has not bee.i determined. It is The outlook for
grazing next year Is
.In
occurred
first
the
explosion
believed
now good and It Is likely that most of
caused
the
which
the glazing plant,
n the cattle will be returned In the
packing house and the drying plant
spring.
go off.
s
According to the report or the
Three persons were killed and three
in charge of the big cotton gin In
were wounded In a gun and pistol bati'ortules, N. M., 350 bales have been
tle between labor agents and planters turned out
up to date and It Is estion
the
Mississippi
La.,
at Duckport,
mated that the crop will run over 600
Vlcksburg.
near
river,
'ales for the season.
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NEW MEXICO

HARDING PROPOSES
RELIEF FOR FARMERS
Reduction in Freight Rates is Necessary
to Save Agriculture, Says President
SAI.IIONT POINTS IN MESSAGE,
The recommendations
of President Hardlner in hit message to Congress Included:
Steps must be taken to prevent

strikes.
Announcement that a conference
of governors would be called here
to discuss prohibition enforcement.
Greater credit facilities for agriculture and live stock Interests.
Abolition of the railroad board
and substitution of a labor division
of the Interstate commerce with
power to enforce its decisions.
Pooling of freight cars.
The merger of railroad lines.
Adoption of a constitutional
amendment to abolish child labor.
of a constitutional
Adoption
amendment to restrict the Issuance
of
securities.
Approval of a proposal for the
a
of
survey
plan to draft all resources of the country, human and
for
defense.
national
material,
surAttention to the
vey of the eastern industrial refilon.
Registration of immigrant aliens
and establishment of Immigration
boards abroad to bar undesirables.
Extension of reclamation and irrigation work.
Conservation of forests.
Attention to the wido difference
between the cost of production and
retail prices.
Creation of a central agency to
aid railroads financing.

sire

to promote International

under

standing.
Would Abolish Railway Labor Board.
With regard to the transportation
problem, Mr. Harding proposes Hint

the railroad labor board be abolished
with the substitution of a labor dlvl
slon in the Interstate Commerce Commission with ample power to require
Its rulings to be accepted by both par
ties to a disputed question. The ex-

TURKS DELAY

PEACE PARLEY
ISMET

INSISTS ON EX
OF GREEKS FOR

PASHA

CHANGE

MOSLEMS.

NO ONE ROAD

TYPE

IS BEST

There la Suitable Kind of Highway
for Traffic of Every Description-M- any
Considerations.

ARMENIANS BLAMED
DELEGATE
TURKISH
BLAMES
POWERS iOR TROUBLES OF
NATION.

Lausanne. Ismet Puslm, head of the
Turkish delegation, dashed the hopes
of the Near Kastern conference for a
speedy and satisfactory settlement for
the protection of minorities In Turkey
when, in un address here he insisted
upon an exchange of the Greek popu
lations in Anatolia for the Turks In
Macedonia. He demanded exclusion of
all foreign interference In Turkey,
which, he said would protect the re
maining minorities, us the Turks had
always been able to get ulong with
other nutiontils when they kept out of
politics and were not stirred up by out
side influences.
Ismet declared that Turkey would
not accept Lo:d Curzon's proposal to
have the League of Nations administer
the affairs of tlie minorities, us that
would mean thnt the foreign powers
would continue their interference in
Turkish affairs and encourage the ml
norltles to appeal to the League of Na
tions. This plan, he asserted, would
result in the exploitation of minorities
for political ends under "the lying
cloak of humanitarism."
Tlie Turkish chief delegute reviewed
the entire Irish, ry of Turkey from the
time of the conquest of Constantinople,
The Turks, lies uid, had lived peaceful
ly with the Greeks and Armenians un
til 100 years ago, when the Russians
began agitating against the Mohamniedans under the pretense that Russia
was the protector of Orthodox Chris
tians In Turkey.
He charged Russia with being re
sponsible for the nttuck Gladstone
made on Turkey in behalf of the Ar
menians und maintained that the so- called Turkish atrocities against Ar
menians frequently hud been in tlie
nature of reprisals for pogroms per
petrated by the Armenians through en
which
couragement from Russia,
wanted some excuse for Invading Tur

United statts Daua.rtmnt
(Fnpirt by tin
of Agriculture.)
No effort has been, made to encourage the construction of any particular type of road In the federal-aiprojects administered by the bureau
of roads of the United States DepsrlM
The legal rement of Agriculture.
quirement that the roads shall be
"substantial In character" has not
been interpreted to mean that only the
most expensive types of roads should
be built. It has been recognized that
tiie heavy and expensive construction
which Is necessary in New York,
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania la
not suitable or warranted for the less
exacting traffic of Nevada, Idaho and
the Dakotas.
There Is a suitable type of road for
Granite blocks
every type of traffic.
are best around wharves and freight
depots; country thoroughfares neeoT"
to be better than rural side roads,
A number of other
lightly traveled.
the
considerations have influenced
choice of type in many cases. It is frequently found that suitable local materials may cost less than better materials Imported from a distance; ap
proval of the use of local materials Is
not Infrequently given for the purpose
of encouraging local production. In
parti of the Far West the entire absence of water along a right of way,
and the expense of keeping an adequate supply, often make It necessary
to approve the building of a type of
construction that can be built without
using large quantities of water.
The Initial decision as to the type of
a particular road Is made by the state
The bureau of
highway department.
public roads makes an Independent
The most
study of the conditions.
suitable type of road In the judgment
of the engineers of the State depart
ment and of the bureau of public
The
roads is finally decided upon.
and gravel roads
earth, wind-clad

The President pointed to the arms
conference, to the recent Tacna-Arlcconference and to the Central American conference now sitting In Washington as evidences of America's de

ecutive also proposes that tlie luw re
quire the carriers and their employe's
to Institute means and methods to ne
gotiate between themselves their constantly arising differences, limiting up
peals to the government body to disputes of such character as are likely
to affect the public.
Calls Attention to Readjustments.
The President began his address by
calling the ut'ention of Congress to
general world conditions, which, he
said, still wore seriously disturbed as
a result of the war. He (inserted that
"the inevitable readjustment of the social and economic order is not more
than barely begun," and continued: '
"There never again will be precise
ly the old orde:--; indeed, I know of no
one who thinks It to be desirable. For
out of the old order came the war itself und tho new order, established
and made secure, never will permit its
recurrence.
"It Is no figure of speech to say we
have come to the test of our civilization. The world has been passing is
today passing through a great crisis.
The conduct of war itself is not more
difficult than the solution of tlie problems which necessarily follow. I am
not speaking at this moment of the
problem In its wider aspects of world
rehabilitation, or If International relationships. Tlie reference Is to our
own social, flnuncial and economic
problems at home. These things are
not to be considared solely as problems
apart from all International relationship, but every nation must be able to
carry on for Itself, else Its International relationship will have scant Importance.
"Doubtless our own people have
emerged from the World War tumult
less Impaired than most belligerent
powers; probably we have made larger progress toward reconstruction.
.
.
.
Hud we escaped the coal and
railway strikes, which had no excuse
for their beginning and less justification for their deluyod settlement, we
should have done infinitely better. But
labor was Insistent in holding to tlie
war heights and heedless forces of reaction sought the prewar levels, and
both were Wrong.
Rail Strike Hurt Agriculture.
"The railway strike accentuuted the
difficulty of the American farmer. The
first distress of readjustment came to
the farmer, und it will not be n readjustment fit to abide until lie is relieved.
The distress brought to the
farmer does not affect him nlone. Agricultural ill fortune is a national 111
fortune. . . .
"This Congress already bus taken
cognizance of the misfortune which
precipitate deflation brought to American agriculture. Your measures of relief and the reduction of tlie federal
reserve discount rate undoubtedly
saved the country from widespread
disaster. Tlie very proof of helpfulness already given Is the strongest argument" for the permanent establishment of widened credit, heretofore
temporarily extended through the War
Finance Corporation.
Enlarge Scope of Farm Loan Bureau.
"The farm loun bureau, which already has proven Its usefulness
through the federal land banks, may
well have Its powers enlarged to provide ample farm production credits as
well as enlarged land credits. It Is entirely practical to create a division in
the federal land banks to deal with
production credits, with the limitations
of time so adjusted to the farm turnover as the federal reserve system provides for the turnover in the manufacturing and mercantile world. Special
provision must be made for live stock
production credits and the limit of land
loans may be safely enlarged. Various measures are pending before you
and tlie best Judgment of Congress
ought to be expressed in n prompt
enactment at the present session.
Appeals for Treaty Ratification.
"But American agriculture needs
more than added credit facilities. The
credits will help to solve the pressing
problems growing out of war inflated
land values and the drastic deflation
of three years ago, but permanent und
deserved agricultural good fortune depends on better and cheaper transportation. Here Is un outstanding problem demanding the most rigorous consideration."

Fletcher to Manage Phillies.
Philadelphia. Arthur Fletcher, vet
a
eran shortstop, will manage the
Nutlonnl League baseball team
next season, William P. Buker, presi
dent of the Phillies, on his return here
from St. Louis, announced thatTletchthe
to
pilot
had signed for one year
team. The terms of the contract were
aot given out Fletcher Is through as
a player and will direct the team from
the lumen.

Money for Road Paving.
Clemenceau Sails for Home.
Fire Sweeps Oregon City.
with the states, the
New York. Surrounded by friends
Astoria, Ore, Tlie business district of France, In a hall festooned with the government has approved In the past
of Astoria was luld in ruins by a fire Intertwined flags of America and hla five years expenditures totaling
for road paving. This Is dividwhich despite efforts of the locul fire own land, Georges Clemenceau came to
Into
ed
three classes, concrete, brick
and
department and reinforcements from the end of his "peace mission," Ha Ind bituminous of which more than
of the United States.
took
leave
twenty-seveblocks,
Portland, swept
80 per cent has been concrete.
appeared In the grand ball room of the
causing a loss estimated ut between Hotel
membefore
1,300
Pennsylvania,
One life
Place Conorete.
$10,000,000 and $15,000,000.
bers of the American committee for
was lost In the fire according to re- devastated France. Immediately after
Anyone who Is careful to observe
ports. Norrls Staples, automobile dealhe motored to the the simple) rules necessary In doing
be had spoken
er and president of the Astoria Bank steamer Paris cn which he sailed back concrete work can make and place
concrete satisfactorily, even though he
of Commerce dropped dead.
home.
may have no previous expertence.

super-pow-

TO ENFORCE DRY LAW.

Executive Says Conditions of
Enforcement Savor of Nationwide Scandal.

Chief

Washington. President Harding, In
his annual message, delivered to Congress In person, deals with nearly a
score of subjects, chief among them
prohibition, farm credits, the transportation problem, child labor and Immigration.

President Harding tackled first the
credit
farm problem, recommending
legislation by enlarging the powers of
tlie farm loan board to provide ample
agricultural and live stock "production
credits."
The executive announced his pur
pose to Invite the governors of the
states and territories to an early conference with the federal executive authority with a view to adopting definite policies of national and state cooperation In administering the prohibition laws. He says the day Is unlikely to come when the prohibition
amendment will be repealed and that
tlie nation should adopt its course accordingly.
Ho warned those who evade the pro
hibition law they are undermining the
moral fiber of the republic.
en
He characterized the present
forcement as "a nationwide scandal"
and "the most demoralizing factor of
our national life."
More extended credit for the farm
ers is strongly urged by the executive,
who declares thut tlie very proof of
helpfulness already given ds Hie strong
est argument for the permanent establishment of widened credits. He says
the farm loan bureau may well have
its powers enlarged to provide ample
farm production credits, as well as enlarged land credits.
More Credit for Farmers.
Two constitutional amendments are
One would give Congress
proposed.
authority over child labor anJ the other would restrict the Issue of
securities, which are declared to
be "drying up the sources of federal
taxation and encouraging unproductive
and extravagant expenditures by states
and municipalities."
Registration of Aliens.
Enactment of legislation providing
for registration of aliens and for more
thorough examination of emigrants at
the ports of embarkation Is urged. The
President says there Is ft "recrudescence of hyphenated Americanism
which we thought to have been
stamped out when we committed the
nation, life and soul to the World
War," and adds that advocates of rev
olution ure ubusing the hospitality of
American shores, "finding their deluded followers among those who tuke on
the hubilamonts of an American without knowing an American soul."
Registration of aliens, the President
adds, will enable tlie nation to guard
against abuses In Immigration, checking the undesirables whose Irregular
coming Is his first violation of the law
and, at the same time, will facilitate
the needed Americanizing of those
who mean to enroll as citizens.
Dealing with foreign affairs, Mr.
Harding tells Congress thut American
relations are not only free from every
threatening cloud, but the country has
contributed its "larger Influence" to
ward making marked conflicts less
likely.

a
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'The Armenluns brought tlie mas
on themselves," Ismet Pasha
declared. "They have abused Turkish
generosity and dabbled In politics."
According to Ismet, there now are
no minorities in Turkey which can
claim the right to belong to any other
nation, thus disposing of the Arme
nian claim for u national home In
Turkey.
Lord Curzon replied in u spirited
manner to Ismet, saying it wus the
first time the conference hud seen the
Turkish delegate as a historian, und
always had thought of him before as
soldier and a diplomat.
The British secretary for foreign
affairs said the conference was dealing with the affairs of peoples In the
greatest distress and must find a solution for the problem of the miserable refugees, und without regard for
ancient history, and must frame a
treaty which would protect these unIn emphatic tones he
happy people.
denounced Ismet's demand that there
be a forced exchange of Turkish and
Greek populations and declared thnt
tlie minorities must remnin in both
countries.,
sacres

Wilson Dissolves Law Partnership.
New York. Bainbridge Colby, secre
tary of state in President Wilson's
cabinet, announced here that his law

partnership with tlie former President
would terminate Dec. 31, ut the expiagreeration of their
ment. The announcement was made
from the local offices of Wilson und
Colby. Beyond saying that the former
President "is turning his energies once
more to subjects which have long Invited him," Mr. Colby made no state
ment ns to Mr. Wilson's plans for the
future.
John Wanamaker Dies.
John Wanamaker
I'hiludeluliiu.
died at his home here. Tlie
merchant and former postmaster
general passed away at his town house2032 Walnut street. He had been eonfined there since early In November
with a heavy cold contracted at his
country estate, Lyndenhurst, nt Jen- klntown, near here. He was 84 years
Mr. Wanamaker was active in his
business affairs up to the time he was
world-famou- s
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Much Money Is Needed to Cut a High- way Through the Mountains.
which make up 68 per cent of the
h
mileage, have cost only about
funds used,
of the federal-ai- d
while the highest types, Including
cement concrete, brick and bituminous
concrete have called for 60 per cent of
the money to build 24 per cent of the
mileage.
PAINT

HELPS STEEL BRIDGES

Life of Many Steel Structures Is Short
ened by Infrequent and Im-

proper Attention.

The life of many steel highway
bridges is materially shitMPl because of Infrequent and Improper
painting, says tlie bureau of public
roads of the United States DepartEach year a
ment of Agriculture.
considerable amount of money is spent
for the replacement of rusted bridge
members that would have remained
sound If they had been kept painted;
and more serious than the waste of
money Is the danger to the public due
to the weakening of some hidden part
which may cause the collapse of the
whole bridge.
Officials of the bureau urge that all
steel bridges be Inspected at least once
each year and repainted at the first
sign of rusting. Normally repainting
Is required at periods of from two
to five years, depending on the cllmnte.
A suitable paint should be used, and If
there Is uncertainty about iwry paint,
information should be requested from

state highway department.
It Is a mistake to repaint without
properly cleaning the metal of all dirt,
rust, loose paint, and blisters. Usually the places hardest to reach are the
ones thnt should receive the most at
fthe

tention.

$229,-000,0-
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THE RESERVE

theTsecret

Uncommon
--

"RTEN harness rivers and make them
X"A work. Some
day they will
the experiments begun by Benja
min Franklin and harness lightning
Itself. They have already hitched
electricity In another form, to most
of the wagons of Industry.
Energy, controlled, Is tremendously
useful. Uncontrolled It Is tremendously destructive.
Temper Is highly concentrated energy. Allowed to taite Its own course,
It Is capable of doing Infinite damage.
Controlled, kept In check, and directed Into useful channels, It Is an
asset that can be turned Into ready

Has Anyone Laughed
At You
Because

money.
If you have a high temper It Is proof
that you have energy. Lazy, languid
men nevr get angry or excited.
But your fits of anger, your explosions .of temper, are sheer waste of
Hits 'energy that is stored up In you.
They lose you your friends.
They
destroy your judgment. They bring
about consequences which you cannot
foresee and from which you may never

recover.
Harness your temper as men harness the energy that Is stored In mountain torrents. Employ the "pep" that
now goes to waste when you fly off
your handle, In attacking your Job.
If you have got to get excited, get
excited over your work. If you are
bound to get mad, get mad at yourself for not accomplishing more than
you are accomplishing.
Nothing Important Is ever done without energy. And If your energy Is allowed to run away, as does the uncontrolled stream, you will have none left

YOU

rpWAS th' funniest thing,

JOHN
BLAKE

YOUR TEMPER

MEN

So
y
Your
here Is:
Dance the "hesitation" a little
oftener, before going Into action.
by McClure Newspaper
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Like This Proposed
to You?
Symptoms: Good style, rood
looking, looks unlike anything
but a clergyman, yet he Is one ; he
Is the irregularlst regular feller
you ever knew. Awfully funny,
awfully jolly, quite flirtatious,
wears good looking civilian toggery, doesn't want to put a
damper on people when he
comes around. Snys he, "I would
never have my wife mix up In
parish matters. She must have
her own Job and not take mine
over even as Is the case with a
liroker's wife" Talks of his
1'arls gambols and your future
trips with him.
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to do so."
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it In abundance will enjoy a fev of
the dishes made famous by the wife
of Maurice Maeterlinck who has written very entertainingly of the bee and
Its Imblts.

Syndicate.)

Honey and Sour Milk Ginger Bread.
Blend one cupful of honey,
HONEY DISHES
f
cupcupful of sour milk and
ful of butter; two
eggs,
nHOSE of us who are not bee keep-er- two cupfuls of flour,
teaspoon-fu- l
will not feel that It is econof cinnamon, the same of salt, one
s
to
much
use
but
omy
and
honey in cookery,
teaspoonfuls of
rather as a sweet, and as an occa- soda,
teaspoonful of ginger.
sional treat ; however, those who have Heat the honey and butter and when
one-ha-

one-hal-

n

s

one-ha-

three-quarterone-hn-

mi

Something to Think About
F. A. UMLKER
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NEW YORK At a
of the Broadway Mer
chants' Association of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the following resolution was adopted :
"Whereas, the name Williamsburg
Bridge refers to a section not geographically bounded and vague and
foreign to most of the population, it is
advocated that the name be changed
to Broadway Bridge. Tims the travel
ing public will recognize the terinlnul
of the bridge and much confusion will
be averted."
So the big bridge between Brooklyn
and New York Is likely to be known
as Broadway and with the change will
pass the last vestige of recognition of
Williamsburg, This Is Interesting because there was once a city of Wil
liamsburg within the boundaries of the
present city of New York.
Williamsburg was a village one of
the many that made ujx what is now
Brooklyn until 1881, when it was Incorporated as a city and Dr. A. J.
Ho took
Berry was elected mayor.
office, in 1852, and Williamsburg assumed Its place as one of the cities
of New York state, along with New
York, Brooklyn, Albany and other centers of population.
The name of

TN EVERYBODY'S
heart, screened
from the gaze of Intimate friends,
there Is a secret sanctuary to which
be or she retires when the outside
world becomes Irritating and overbearing.
You naajr call your sanctuary the
llace"6f dreams, or the refuge of rest
and reflection, hut whatever name you
may give It, there are times when you
like to retire to It and be alone with
jour thoughts far from the turmoils
and haunts of men.
It Is In this retreat that the soul
finds Its comforter, Its better self and
Its nobler faith.
It. Is here the beautiful flowers of
thought are watered and kept in the
sunlight, Jealousy screened from Inquisitive eyes, meddling tongues and
fingers.
You may

retire to It In the midnight hour when the world Is still or
when the storms are rattling the casement and the rains are beating against
the panes, but whenever you visit It
you find the tranquillity you crave and
the now strength to help you carry
youf heavy burdens.
Owiie, hope, ambition and resolu

tion are nursed back to life in this
asylum and given a new meaning.
Fear of poverty, loneliness and even
disappointment in the failure of some
plan, lose in this sacred
spot their uncouth forms and poisonous stings.
Hearts that were breaking under
hurd strains become normal again and
function with their customary vigor,
though perhaps with less dependence
on themselves.
To review ourselves In this sane-tuurIs to make ourselves better,
more patient, charitable and considerate of our
If we search our souls, scan our
follies, frailties and shortcomings In
candor, we emerge from the solitude
with less
selfishness
and
envy.
It Is through these clear intimacies
with our ragged conscience that we
find the truth, get our bearings and
tli us discover whether the path we
are plodding is taking us to the right
or wrong destination.
The Impulse which prompts us to
visit our hidden sanctuary Is that
which will In time make of us better
men and women, better qualified in
every way to help ourselves and to
encourage and assist others.
d

y

fellow-being-
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Weird ceremonies
linve hppn
partially revealed through' the flung
of a contest of the will of Walter
Lockwood Thales, who for a third of
a century led his disciples In practicing Oriental teachings.
At the coming hearing of the case
in the Superior court of Orange coun
ty at Santa Ana, the secrets of the
'Mystery House" on the Thales estnte
near Flacentln, where Thales nnd
many of his original followers lie
burled under the trees, will also be

L"S
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strnnire
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Walter de U Muc, In Poetrr.

Q

dead ot dirk to his atarrr North
Niohoiw draw ncir- Ha bad ringed lbs world Ihll wintrr
night.
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By

Christopher
G. Hazard
mi. vutun

Berry is still a notable one in this part
A street Is called after
of Brooklyn.
him.
Mayor Berry was a
He was succeeded In that
mayor.
office by William Wall, who served
one year also.
In 1858 the project of a Greater
Brooklyn materialized. Brooklyn, Bush
wick and Williamsburg (then a city of
5,000 Inhabitants) were consolidated,
and Williamsburg as a city, after two
years only of separate existence,
ceased to exist. The mayor of
laid down the regalia of of
fice sixty-siyears ago. The Greater
New York will celebrate the twenty
fifth year of Its establishment next
year Its first quarter of a century.
one-ter-

filed for probate, initiated the con
test. Opposing the contestants ore
Mrs. Mntllda Wlederhold, her son, Wil
liam, Mary and Vera Smith and Frank
V. Hlnde, all members of the colony.
Thirty-fiv- e
years ago Thales came
to California and founded his cult.
I'eople from all over the world come
to join the mysterious colony.
The

just at the boiling point remove from
the fire and add the sour milk and
the eggs and dry Ingredients. Bake Id
a sheet nnd coat with a thin icing.

2Up

IN Saint

peculiar tenets which Thales taught
his followers
may be briefly summarized ns follows: That the living,
if members of the colony, were in con
stant communion with the dead. To
this end, Thales asserted that he had
the seams of his head opened to let
the spirits In. It was understood that
he seldom slept, and when he did sleep,
sat upright in a chair so that the
spirits of the departed could sit on his
lap.
All of the rooms In the "Mystery
House" were built In circular form.
Thales declared that square rooms
were a bad thing for the spirits.
Thales died December 24, 1921.
Louis Lockwood, Thomas Lockwood,

disclosed.

Martha Carter and Hammond
Relatives of Thales, who came here
all of England, caught the next
Fresh preserves are quite different from England after his will bequeath steamer after they heard of Thales'
when prepared with honey Instead of ing ten acres of land near I'lncentla death. They declared that Thales was
to the four remaining colonists wus mentally unfit to draw Up a will.
sugar. Quinces are especially
when preserved with honey.
Served with whipped cream they make
the most delectable dessert.
When Charles GarNEW YORK.
land, eccentric Massachusetts "so- NOBOOT SHOULD )
5
cialist" nnd "platonlc love expert," Inherited $1,000,000 more than a year
1822, Western Nswspaper Union.)
ago, he startled the world by refusing
0
to accept it. He said nobody was entitled to that amount. And he began
his investigations In the realm of love.
Between his researches for the "true
mate" and his trustees' efforts to dispose of the legacy, Garland has caused
Various
a great deal of publicity.
young women have come and gone
from the "love farm" near Lenox, win, secretary of the fund, "the diMass., and Mrs. Garland finally got rectors made a complete survey of the
tired of the dual role of wife and wit- whole field of enterprises of an exShe perimental or pioneer character In
ness to her mate's experiments.
sailed to Europe recently, and Gar- order to shape a policy for handling
land at once took two young women the money If It is taken over. So far
out to the farm to aid him in his the directors have been merely responding to the pressure of the needs
'
Investigations.
Lust
July Gnrland turned over put up to them.
of the 181 ap"Only about
$850,000 to the American Fund for
Public Service, Inc., to he used only plications made hare been favorably
The full $20,000 of Income
The directors considered.
for "public services."
accepted It on the condition that they has been paid out or pledged and
would operate for six months, using about $30,000 uninvested capital has
only the Income from the money, and been loaned out at Interest to nine
vole In January whether they would different enterprises, chiefly labor publications. One loan of about $25,000
The
tnko title to the principal.
was made for strike relief to a district
have now issued a report.
"Since July," said Roger N. Bald- - of the United Mine Workers."
Lock-woo-

dell-clo-
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Oatmeal Honey Bread.
To a cupful of rolled oats add three
cupfuls of hot water; hulf a cupful of
honey, a tahlespoouful of butter, a
teaspoonful of salt. When cooled to
blood hent add a dissolved yeast cake.
Stir In flour till a suitable dough for
kneading has been made. Raise again
and make into two loaves. ' Raise
again and brush with one teaspoonful of honey and two tablespoonfuls
of milk just before going Into the
oven.
Honey is n natural sweet nnd should
bo given to children to
satisfy the
craving for sweets which is natural to
childhood.
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jail wherever the statutes enable mi

It

be your constant duty to
help in parish affairs.
Absorb This:
There Are Grat Differences Between Parishians and Paris-

By

CONFERENCE

"Because the Law Should Be Enforced"

will

(byMcClure Newspaper

CHRISTMAS MORNING

Greek Sage Had Nothing on This One

Prescription to His Bride:
7) Get an antidote for Parish

tK

NEW MEXICO

said he imposed sen
tences to the federal penitentiary a)
Leavenworth only In extreme cases
but two men had been recently seni
to that institution when convicted ol
conspiracy to violate the liquor laws.
Four county Jails in this dlstrlcl
have been comfortably filled with fed
eral paying "guests" since Judgi
Morris started his campaign severa
TUTINNEAPOLIS.
That he was se. weeks ago.
vere In sentencing liquor law vio
"But there Is plenty of room yet,
lators "becnuse the flaw should be he said. "Ramsey, Hennepin, V1
enforced," ond "because It never can nona Hnd Wabash counties Jails an
be made effective unless I am severe," pretty full, but there Is still plenty ol
was the statement of Judge Page Mor- room."
ris of the United States District court
Judge Morris has adopted several
here.
menus for speeding up liquor cases
Judge Morris' wholesale sentencing For one thing, an accused who plead!
to Jnll of bootleggers and venders of guilty for the first offense generally
Illicit liquor has caused consternation has the option of a fine or at least
among those arrested for violating the n comparatively short jail sentence
law. Many persons plead they have But to plead not guilty and then b
large families and nsk to be let off with convicted means jail.
method ol
lines.
Such pleas generally result In
The lntest speeding-uheavier Jnll sentences and fines. "It Judge Morris was tried Tuesday when
tell;
Is remarkable the number of lurge famhe adopted the English system of exAnd neither will Dad that's me.
ilies we have In this district," Judge aminlng jury panels en masse. Thl!
But, oh, 'twas a wonderful Joko we Morris asserted.
resulted In a saving of half to twi
had,
"Easy sentences don't accomplish hours, he said.
Just shared between us two,
anything," said the federal Jurist, "and
'They go at it quicker in England,
Baby Blue Eyes and her doting Dad
I am sending liquor law violators to he declared.
And don't you wish you knew?

TEU.If)i)
MAY

I

and the
way we laughed
As we sat there all alone,
Would have made one think we both
were daft
If the truth were not made known.
with which, to do the great things But the baby laughed 'cause she saw
which you have planned to do.
it first,
Temper, kept within bounds, proper
And she shook her sides with glee ;
ly directed, will carry a man far on And then the fun of It quickly burst
bis way to success and happiness,
Upon her old Dad that's me.
Permitted to "blow up" It will keep
him in continual trouble, and land him The way It happened was Just this
In the poor house If he Is fortunnte
way:
enough to escape Jail.
Baby and I were there,
(Copyright bjr John Blake.)
She In the crib on the pillows lay,
0
I In my easy chulr.
The warm sun shone In the cozy room
And lighted the baby's face
'Till it loked as pure as the lily's
ETHEL R.
bloom,
PBYSBR
And fair as the lily's grace.
You Are Tactless? This alThe baby looked at her Dad a while,
ways hurts, for the person that
Her blue eyes full of fun,
Is tactless is generally very kind
And over her face a little smile
and sensitive and tactlessness Is
Rippled and broke and run.
often due to a lack of knowing
Dad smiled right back she smiled
and also a swiftness of action
some more
that gives you :.o time to think.
Then both just shook with glee;
Don't suppose that you can
And mamma peeped In at the open
never lenrn to be tactful. Aldoor
though it Is often a thing you
To see what the fun might be.
are born with, you can learn.
For exuniple, when you are
But the baby holds the secret well-N- ever
laughed at you can realize that
a word says she.
the laughter Is right, and that
The Joke was bully, and she won't
will be the first step to a cure-ni- l.
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The Eccentric's Spurned Million Dollars

d
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N THESE days, when wires
stretch from pole to pole
and wireless messnges fill
the air like auroras, Santa
Claus Is not left without

hints and suggestions as to
the desires of his beneficiaries. They come In from
all quarters ond tax even
the resources of his prodigal spirit
It used to take time und pains to
send letters to his headquarters,
but now anybody can call him up
In a moment or send a wish out Into

the space that tingles with electricity
that swift and willing servant of joy,
full of light, and heat, and power.
So, when Tim had suggested a letter
to Santa, Maggie had replied, "Why
don't you use the
phone?"
tell-'e-

and Nora had
said that wireless
was better. "Sure,
he's too far away
for them things,"
objected Mrs. Mo
Cann.
"No, not
If he was ten

a
Hta
Janling alear.
Now bitter worn with atfe wai ha.
And weary of maakiod, for few
Had ahowo him lovo or oonrtaer.

Hit eaeke lay empty all aavt oae ,
And thii, to hie affright,
Stirred ae he itood with ongere anmb.
Ablaze with hoar-frobright.
Alhiit ha itood. Showed fumbling thnaib,
Smnll shoulder, a wing whst stowswsf
Was this, sod whence was it come

t

And out there orcpt a lovely Thing-H- alf
angel and half ehildi
"I, youngeet of sll Heaven, sm berab
To be thy oy," ho smilsdi
Ob, Nioholsil
Our Msster Christ
Thy grief hath seen, and He
Hath hidden me come and keep His tryst,
And briog Hie lovo to thee
To servo thee well, snd sing Nowsll,
And thine own son to be."

'

Ing Christmas things to soldiers that
he heard nhout Tim MeCann's hopeful
electrical efforts.
The old man was
at once Interested. In e a r 1 1 e r
years and before

his retirement to
Apple Center he
had known the
ambitions that

are common
enough in the
world and had
compelled

for-

tune to yield him
some of his fav
ors. A dishonest
partner and something that went
thousand miles wrong in a love affair had embit
away," said Mr. tered him, however, and caused his
"Mike misanthropical retirement Into his useMcCann.
H e n n e s y slnt less obscurity.
Reacting against soworrud to his fa- ciety, he had more and more turned his
ther in Australia, thoughts inward and inclosed himself
nnd him as far as in a shell of selfishness. He was the
that, and look at sole inhabitant of his little world and
him now, wld his charity was li Is servant ; the only needs
motion car that was the answer lie lie
really believed In were his own
got!" "Well, I'll try it, anyway," said needs; to their supply and protection
the
Tim.
his means were consecrated.
But the line was busy. Moreovor, It
But now McKeefrey was strangely
was likely to be busy for the next two interested. Something of old sympathy
weeks, Central said, which rather dis and youthful feeling stirred In his
couraged the boy, but at the same time crusty heart. He was touched by the
gave him a bright Idea : Why not put thought of boyish anticipations and
up his own wireless telephone? Then afruld for the disappointments that he
he could ask for all that he wanted I
foresaw. He remembered that once
The neighbors, nnd especially the his own heart had been warm and
neighbors' boys, were much Interested hopeful, that he had made effort for
In Tim's experiment as It progressed.
good and sent out dreams into the
The stock of materials was limited. future. There came back to him a
but with friendly help the two wires sense of the bitter and blighting frost
and the rest of a simple apparatus that had chilled and deadened him, and
were contrived and the boys Imagined there sighed In his soul a faint hope
that they heard things as they listened that happiness might visit him again
In. They Imagined, too, that there was In his effort to bestow It upon others.
an ear at the other end of everywhere
It seemed a sweet and desirable thing
as they were sending out their expres- to him to honor the faith that was
sions of desire. Certainly it was well causing Tim to reach out Into the
noised about In the neighborhood that world for a blessing.
MeCann's boy was scientifically hopeSo It was that there were signs of
ful for himself and family; even the strange activity about McKeefrey!
particulars of his aspirations were un- house and mysterious arrivals at Mederstood.
Cann's house. And when, on ChristAmong others, old man McKcefrey mas morning, the McCanns awoke tc
heard the news. McKeefrey was a pe- the very liberal response that Santa
culiar old chap. He lived alone in a Clnus had made to their specifications,
rather dilapidated house on the edge Mrs. MeCann's pessimism was retired
of the Tillage and had little to do with In confusion, "I wouldn't have belaved
anybody. Once In a while he would it," she said, "that ould McKeefrey
give his views on the one subject that could be that changed, the cratur ; that
employed his thoughts to an evening he could be a Santy Claws, the
company at the corner store, but no
It do beat th' divll. It Is more
one paid much attention to them. His wonderful than all your phones and
(ine Idea was that charity began at wires. These do be great times we do
"inme, and the popular opinion that in be livln' In. I nlver thought electricity
McKeefrey'g home it stayed there. could go that fur."
There was also a general opinion that
It was Tim's first step In science, but
In McKeefrey's home it was not very he went a good deal farther than that
much needed. The old man was not Now he can put you Into real communi
much on dress and he seldom went cation with all the rest of the world,
anywhere or seemed to Indulge in any If you like. But he owes It all to that
of the
or luxuries of change of heart that came to old Mr,
life, but he was supposed to have McKeefrey.
means enough to outshine the best of
As for the old ;man he has nevei
been able to get back into his old
them, should he desire to.
It was when he had been descanting, house and hard shell. Charity bai
to a few listeners who sat about the taken him out Into a large and happtef
(tore t'oi; upon the follv nf send- - world.
oma-dhau-
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one-ma- n

"I'm not going to argue this with
you. And I'm not going to tell you
what I think of you beyond saying
that we're through with you. The
leu said about It the better. Man,
don't you see I don't want to have
any more talk about It? The engagement was a mistake In the first place.
Bee never loved you. Even If you'd
been what we thought you, It wouldn't
have done. She's lucky to have found

time."
"Is this a business rupture,

out

In

Mr.

Whltfordr

too,

"Just as you sny about that, Bromfleld. As an Investor In the Bird Cage
you're entitled to the same consideration that any other stockholder Is.
Since you're the second largest owner
you've a right to recognition on the
board of directors. I'm not mixing
my private affairs with business."
Bromfleld rose, pulled on the glove
be had removed, nodded good-bywithout offering to shake hands, and
sauntered out of the office. There
was a look on his face the mining man
did not like. It occurred to Whltford
that Clarendon, now stripped of
e

by the knowledge of the rethey held him, was In
a position to strike back hard If he
cared to do so. The right to vote the
proxies of the smiill stockholders of
the Bird Cane company hud been made
Out In his name at the request of the
president of the corporation..

gard

In which

The case against Durand was pigeonholed by the district attorney without much regret. All through the underworld where his influence had been
strong, It was known that Jerry had
begged off. He was discredited among
hi following and was politically a
down-am- i
But he knew too
outer.
mu'h to permit him to be drugged
Willi his buck to
Into court safely.
the wall he might tell of many shady
transactions Implicating
prominent
people. There were strong Influences
which did not want hliu pressed too
hard.
The charge remained on the
(locket, but It was set back from term
to term and never brought to trial.
Colin Whltford found his attention
pretty fully absorbed by his own affairs. Bromfleld had opened a fight
against him for control of the Bird
The mine had been
Cage company.
developed by the Colorudoan from an
unlikely prospect Into a
concern.
It wus the big business
venture of his life anil he took a strong
personal Interest In running It. Now,
because of linmifleld's Intention to use
for bis own advantage the proxies
made out In his name, he was likely
to lose control.
With Bromfleld In
charge the property might be wrecked
before he could be ousted.
"Dad's worrying,"
Beatrice told
"He's afruld he'll lose conLindsay.
trol of the mine. There's a fight on
against him."
"What for? I thought yore father
was a mighty competent operator.
Don't the stockholders know when
they're well off?"
She looked at him enigmatically.
"Some one he trusted has turned out
a traitor. That happens occasionally In business, you know."
It wus from Colin himself that Clay
learned the nnme of the traitor.
"It's that fellow Bromfleld," he ex"He's the secretary and sec-oo- d
plained.

the
largest stockholder
The annual election Is to be tomorrow afternoon. He's got me where
the wool's short. I was fool enough
nk the smaller stockholders to
to
make out their proxies In his name.
At that time he was hand in glove
with us. Now I'm up against It. He's
going to nnme the board of directors
and have himself made president."
Clay ventured on thin Ice. The name
bf Bromfleld had not been mentioned
to him before In the lust twenty-fou- r
bourg by either Beatrice or her father.
"Surely Ilromfield wouldn't want to
In

com-Vn-

-

ffend you,'"Thst'a exactly what he would want

to
.

t

fered his guest a choice of liquors and
selected for himself a dry murtlnl.
Cigars and cigarettes were within
reuch on a tabouret.
Clay discovered that one difficulty
he bad expected to meet did not comThe valet had
plicate the problem.
left to select the goods for some
-made
shirts, Bromfleld explained
apologetically, apropos of the lack of
service. He would not return till late
In the afternoon.
"I've come to see about that Bird
Cage business, Mr. Bromfleld," his visitor explained. "I've been nilllln' it
over In my mind, and I thought I'd
put the proposition up to you the way
It looks to me."
Bromfleld's eyebrows lifted. His
face asked with supercilious politeness what the devil business It was of
Lindsay's.
"Mr. Whltford has put In twenty
years of his life building up the Bird
Cage Into a good property. It's a
mine. He made It out of a
hole In the ground, developed it, expanded It, gave It a market value. He's
always protected the stockholders and
played the game square with them.
Don't It look like he ought to stay in
control of ItT
"Did he send you here to tell me
thut?"
"No, he didn't. But he's gettln'
along In years, Bromfleld. It don't
look hardly right to me for you to
step In and throw him out. What do
you think about It, yourself?"
The clubman flushed with anger. "I
think that It's d d Impertinent of you
to come here meddling In my business.
I might have expected It. You've always been an Impertinent meddler."
'Mebbeso,"
agreed Clay serenely,
showing no surprise at this explosion.
"But I'm here. And I put a question.
Shall I ask it again V
"No need. I'm going to take what
the law allows me what I and my
friends have bought and paid for In
the open market. The more It hurts
Whltford the better I'll be pleased,"
unswered Bromfleld, his manner of
cynical Indifference swept away by
gathering rage. The Interference of
this "bounder" filled lilm with a pas
sion of Impotent hate.
'Is thut quite correct? Did you
buy control in the market? In point
of fact, aren't you lioldin' a bunch
of proxies because Whltford wrote
and asked the stockholders to sign
them for you to vote? What you Intend doing Is a moral fraud, no matter what Its legal aspect Is. You'd
be swindling the very stockholders
you claim to represent, as well as
abusing the confidence of Whltford."
'Whnt you think Isn't of the least
Importunce to me, Mr. Lindsay. If
you're here merely to offer me your
advice, I suppose I shall now have
"
The
regretfully to say
New Yorker rose, a thin lip smile
scarcely veiling his anger at this In
truder who had brought his hopes to
nothing.
'I reckon I'll not hurry off, Mr.
Bromfleld," Clay replied easily. "You
might think I was mad at you. I'll
stick around awhile and talk this
over."
'Unfortunately I have an engage
ment," retorted the other Idly.
"When?"
"I really think, Mr. Lindsay, that Is
my business."
"I'm makln' It mine," said Clay
curtly.
Bromfleld stared. "I beg your par
don?"
'I said It was mine too. You see I
bought a coupla shares of Bird Cage
stock yesterday. I'd hnte to see Whltford ousted from control. I've got

Co."

"But"

"He's got his reasons."
"When li the election?"
"At three o'clock."
"Where?"
"At the company offices."
"Perhaps If I talked with

brawler like Durand. I don't Intend
to fight with you."
"You've ce'talnly relieved my mind,"
murmured Clny lazily. "What's yore
own notion of what I ought to do to
You invited me out
you, Bromfleld?
as a friend and led me Into a trap after you had fixed It up. Wouldn't a
s
thrnshln' with a hawsswhlp
be about right?"
Bromfleld turned pale. "I've got a
weak heart," bo faltered.
"I'll say you have," agreed Clay
"'It's pumpln' water In place of blood
right now, I'll bet. Did you ever have
d lickln' when you
a real honest-to-was a boy?"
The New Yorker knew he was helpless before this clear-eyesupple athlete who walked like a god from
One can't lap up half a
Olympus.
dozen highballs a day for an indeterminate number of years without getting flabby, nor can he spend himself
In feeble dissipations and have reserves of strength to call upon when
The tongue went dry in his
needed.
mouth. He began to swallow bis Adam's apple.
"Let's look at this thing from all
sides," went on Clay cheerfully. "If
we decide by a majority of the voting
stock and I'm carryln' enough proxies so that I've got control that you'd
ought to hove a whalln', why, o'
course, there's notliln' to it but get
to business and make a thorough job."
"Maybe I didn't do right about
first-clas-

"No mebbe about that
like a yellow hound."
"I'm sorry.

I

You acted

I

apologize."
"I don't reckon I can use apologies.
might make a bargain with you."
"I'll be glad to make any reasonable

bargain."

"How'd this do? I'll vote my stock
and proxies In the Bromfleld Punishment company. Limited, against the
whalln'i and you vote yore stock and

good-day.-

Think It's

"I

D

d

Impertinent of

You to Come Here Meddling In My
Business."

In the Bird Cage company to
return the present board and directorate."
"That's coercion."
"Well, so It Is."
"The law"
"Did you go hire a lawyer for an
opinion before you paid Durand to do
me up?"
"You've got no right to hold me a
him."
confidence In
prisoner here to help Whltford."
"It's your privilege to vote that
"All right, I won't. I'll finish my
At least It business with you and when I'm
stock this afternoon.
would be If It hud been transferred through, you can go to the annual
I'll vote my meetin' If you feel up to travelln'
to you on the books.
stock according to my own views." that far."
"I wonder," murmured Clay aloud.
'Til give you a thousand dollars to
"What's that?" snapped Bromfleld.
let me alone."
would
on
what
"I was Just figurin'
"That'd be a thousand and fifty you
happen if you got sick and couldn't at- had given me, wouldn't It?" returned
tend that annual meeting this after- Lindsay gayly.
"I
noon," drawled the westerner.
Tears of vexation stood In Bromreckon mebhe some of the stockholdfleld's eyes. "All right. Let me go.
ers you've got lined up would break I'll be fair to Whltford and arrange
awny and Join Whltford."
a deal with him."
The New Yorker felt a vague alarm.
"Get the stockholders who're with
In
the
What Idea did this fellow have
on the 'phone and tell 'em to vote
you
bnck of his head. Did he Intend to their stock as Whltford thinks best.
do bodily violence to him? Without Get Whltford and tell hlra the
fight's
any delay Bromfleld reached for the off."
telephone.
"If I do, will you let me go?"
The large brown hnnd of the west
"If you don't we'll return to the
erner closed over his.
previous question the annual meet'I'm talkln' to you, Mr. Bromfleld.
ing of the Bromfleld Punishment comto
not
start
'phonfor
It's
you
polite
pany, Limited."
whilst
to
not
even
the police,
ing,
Bromfleld got busy with the telewe're still engnged In conversation."
phone.
'Don't you try to Interfere with me,"
When he had finished, Clay strolled
said the man who paid the telephone over to a bookcase, cast his
eyes over
bill. "I'll not submit to such an In
the shelves, and took out a book. It
dignity."
was "David Ilarum."
He found an
'I'm not the only one that Inter
threw a leg over one arm,
entertainan
fixed
You
feres.
up quite
and presently begun to chuckle.
ment for me the other night, didn't
"Are you going to keep me here all
you? Wouldn't you klnda call that day?" asked his host sulkily.
Interferln' gome? I sure ought to comb
"Only till about four o'clock. We're
yore hair for it."
paired, you and me, so we'll both stay
Bromfleld made a hasty decision to
Why don't
away from the election.
get out. He started for the door. you pick a good book and enjoy
?
too.
In
direction
traveled
that
Clay
There's a lot of A 1 readln' in
ClarenThey arrived simultaneously.
that case over there. It'll sure ImThe Arlzonan
don backed away.
prove yore mind."
locked the door und pocketed the key.
Clarendon ground his teeth Impotent- Ills host grew weakly violent. From iy.
Whltford he had heard a story about
Ills guest continued to grin over the
two men In a locked room that did good stories of the old
not reassure him now. One of the When he closed the book at last, he
The had finished it. Ills watch told him
men hud been this cattleman.
ither well, he had suffered. "Let me that It was twenty minutes to five.
out! I'll not stand this I You can't Bromfleld's man was at the door trybully me !" he cried shrilly.
ing to get In. He met Lindsay going
Brom
'Don't pull yore picket-pin- ,
out.
fleld," advised Lindsay. "I've elected
"No, I can't stay to tea today, Mr.
myself boss of the rodeo. What I sny Bromfleld," the Artzonan was saying,
goes. You'll save yorese'f a heap of a gleam of mirth in his eyes. "No use
worry If you make up yore mind to urging me. Honest, I've really got to
that right awny."
be going. Had a fine time, didn't we?
"What do you want? What are you So long."
Bromfleld used had language.
trying to do? I'm not a barroom

proxies

ensy-chal-

yore-self-

Brom-eld--

-

Whltford laughed shortly. "I'd talk
a arm off him if it would do any good.
But It won't, lie's out for revenge."
Clay'a eyes alighted swiftly on the
lder man. They asked gravely a question and found an answer that set
bia heart singing. Beatrice had broken her engagement with Bromfleld.
It was a little after eleven o'clock
ext morning when the cattleman
walked into an apartment house for
bachelors, took the elevator, and rang
the bell at Bronilleld's door.
Clarendon, fresh from the hunds of
his valet, said he was glad to see
Lindsay, bit did not look It. He of

horse-trade-
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CHAPTER XXI
In Central Park.
Johnnie burst Into the kitchen beaming. "We're gonna pint for the hills,
Kitty. Clay he's had a letter callln'
him

home."

"When are you going?"
"Thursday. Ain't that great?"
She nodded, absently. Her mind
was on another tack already. "Johnnie, I'm going to ask Miss Whltford
here for dinner tonight."
"Say, you ce'talnly get the best notions, honeybug," he shouted.
"Do you think she'll come?"
"Sure she'll come."
"I'll fix up the bestest dinner ever
was, and maybe "
Her conclusion wandered off Into the
realm of unvoiced hopes, but her husband knew what It was as well as If
she had phrased It.
When Clay came home that evening
he stopped abruptly at the door. The
lady of his dreams was setting the
and chatting
table in the dining-roogayly with an Invisible Kitty in the
kitchen.
The delicate fragrance of the girl's
personality went to Clay's head like
wine as he stepped forward and shook
hands. To see her engaged In this
Intimate household task at his own
table.qulckened his pulse and sent a
glow through him.
"You didn't know you had invited
me to dinner, did you?" she said, little
In her cheeks.
flags
They had a gay dinner, and afterward a pleasant hour before Clay took
her home.
Neither of them was In a hurry.
They walked through Central park in
the kindly darkness, each acutely sensitive to the other's presence.
Her gayety and piquancy had given
place to a gentle shyness. Clay let
the burden of conversation fall upon
her. He knew that he had come to his
hour of hours and his soul was
wrapped In gravity.
She too sensed what was coming,
and the sex Instinct In her was on
tiptoe In flight. She was throbbing
with excitement. Her whole being
longed to hear what be had to tell her.
Yet she dodged for a way of escape.
Silences were too significant, too
She made herself talk. It
did not much matter about what.
"Why didn't you tell us that It was
Mr. Bromfleld who struck down that
man Collins?
Why did you let us
think you did It?" she queried.
"Well, folks In New York don't
know me. What was the use of gettln'
him In bad?"
"You know that wasn't the reason.
You did It because" She stopped In
the midst of the sentence. It ' ad occurred to her that this subject was
more dangerous even than silence.
"I did It because he was the man
you were goin' to marry," he said.
They moved side by side through
the shadows. In the faint light he
could make out the fine line of her
exquisite throat. After a moment she
"You're a good friend, Clay.
spoke.
It was a big thing to do. I don't know
anybody else except Dad that would
have done It for me."
"You don't know anybody else that
loves you as much as I do."
It was out at last, quietly and without any dramatics. A flash of soft
eyes darted at him, then veiled the
shining tendernes beneath long lashes.
"I've had an attack of common
sense," he went on, and In his voice
was a strength both audacious and
patient. "I thought at first I couldn't
hope to win you because of your fortune and what It had done for you.
Even when I knew you liked me I
felt it wouldn't be fair for me to ask
I couldn't offer you the adyou.
vantages you'd had. But I've changed
my mind. I've been watching what
money does to yore friends. It makes
them soft. They flutter around like
butterflies. They're paupers a good
many of them because they don't pay
their way. A man's a tramp if he
doesn't saw wood for his breakfast.
I don't want you to get like that, and
if you stay here long enough you sure
will.
It's In my heart that If you'll
come with me we'll live."
In the darkness she made a rustling
A little sob
movement toward him.
welled up In her throat as her hands
lifted to hlra. "Oh, Clay I I've fought
against It. I didn't want to, but I
love you. Oh, I do love you!"
He took her lissom young body In
his arms. Her Hps lifted to his.
Presently they walked forward slowly. Clay had never seen her more lovely and radiant, though tears still clung
to the outskirts of her Joy.
"We're going to live oh, every
hour!" she cried to the stars, her
lover's hand In hers.

self a whack on the thigh, a Brilliant Idea had flashed into his cranium. It proceeded to grow until he
was like to burst with it.
When Lindsay rose from breakfast
he was mysteriously beckoned Into
outlined
room.
another
Johnnie
sketchlly and with a good deal of hesitation what be bad in mind. Clay's
eyes danced with that spark of mischief his friends had learned to recognize as a danger signal.
"You're some
wizard,
"I expect
Johnnie," he admitted.
you're right about girls not knowln'
You've bad more
their own minds.
experience with women than I have.
If you say the proper thing to do Is
to abduct Miss Whltford and take her
with us, why "
"Onct In a while you got to play like
you're gonna treat 'era rough," said
Mr. Green sagely, blushing a trifle
nevertheless.
"All right I'll let you engineer this
If I can make up my mind to It after
I've milled it over. I can see you
know what you're doin."
The conspirators arranged details.
Johnnie was the brains of the kidnaping. Clay bought the tickets and was
to take charge of the prisoner after
the train was reached. They decided
it would be best to get a stateroom for
the girl.
"We wantta make it as easy as we
can for her," said Johnnie. "0' course
it's all for her own good, but we don't
figure to treat her noways but like the
princess sfie is."
"Yes," agreed Clay humbly.
According to program, carefully arranged by Johnnie, Beatrice rode down
to the train with him and Kitty in
their taxlcab. She went on board for
and chatted with
the final good-bthem in their section.
The chief conspirator was as easy
as a toad In a hot skillet. Now that
It had come down to the actual business of taking this young woman with
them against her will, he began to
weaken. His heart acted very strangely, but he had to go through with It.
I see you a minute In the next
car, Miss Beatrice?" he asked, his
voice quavering.
Miss Whltford lifted her eyebrows,
but otherwise expressed no surprise.
"Certainly, Johnnie."
He led the way down the aisle Into
the next sleeper and stopped at one
of the staterooms. Shakily he opened
the door and stood aside for her to
pass first.
"You want me to go In here?" she
asked.
sure-enoug- h

"C-ca- n

"Yes'in."

Beatrice stepped In. Johnnie followed.
Clay rose from the lounge and said,
"Glad to see you, Miss Whltford."
"Did you bring me here to say good-by- ,

"Wliutl" shouted the ltuni.
DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
"We Intended to usk you both to tht
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
wedding, but when Johnnie proposed
to abduct Miss Whltford, I thought it
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
a pity not to let him. So we"
Johnnie fell on him and beat him
Each paclcag of "Diamond Dyes"
ol'
with both fists. "You
direction ao nimple any woman can
I
or tint her old, worn, faded things
wUl
I
never
dye
you
glt
help
scalawag
Even if ih has never dyed before,
married again 1" he shouted gleefully. Dew.
he can put a new, rich color into ahabby
Johnnie Johnnie you'll be kirte, dresses,
"Oh,
waists, coats, stockings,
the death of uel" cried Clay. "It'll sweaters, coverings, draperies, hanging,
never be a dull old world so long as everything. Buy Diamond Dye no other
con-tai-

daw-gone- d

you

stay

a

wt

The New Day.
The slapping of the wind against
She
the tent awakened Beatrice.
could bear it soughing gently through
g
the branches of the live oaks. An
arm discovered Clay missing.
Her questing glance found hlra
busy over the mesqulte fire upon
which he was cooking breakfast She
watched him move about, supple and
light and strong, and her heart lifted
with sheer joy of the mate she had
chosen. He was such a man among
bronzed husmen, this clear-eyeband of a week. He was so clean and
simple and satisfying. As she closed
the flaps she gave a deep sigh of con
tent.
Every minute till she Joined him
was begrudged. For Beatrice had
learned the message of her heart. She
knew that she was wholly and completely In love with what life had
brought her.
And she was amazingly, radiantly
happy. What did motor cars or wine
suppers or Paris gowns matter? They
were the trappings that stressed her
slavery. Here she moved beside her
mate without fear or doubt In a world
wonderful. Eye to eye, they spoke the
truth to each other after- the fashion
of brave, simple souls.
d
bath of
Glowing from the
water from a mountain stream, she
stepped down the slope into a slant of
sunshine to Join Clay. He looked up
from the fire and waved a spoon gayly
at her. For he too was as Jocund as
the day which stood tiptoe on the misty mountain tops. They had come Into
the hills to spend their honeymoon
alone together, and life spoke to him
In accents wholly Joyous.
The wind and sun caressed her. As
she moved toward him, a breath of
the morning flung the gown about her
so that each step modeled anew the
slender limbs.
Her husband watched the girl
streaming down the slope. Love swift
as old wine flooded his veins. He rose,
caught her to him, and looked down
Into the deep, still eyes that were
pools of happiness.
"Are you glad glad all through,
sweetheart?" he demanded.
A little laugh welled from her throat
She gave him a tender, mooning smile.
"I hope heaven's like this," shs
whispered.
"You don't regret New York not a
single, hidden longing tor it 'way down
deep in yore heart?"
She shook her bead. "I always
wanted to be rescued from the environment that was stifling me, but I
didn't know a way of escape till yon
came," she said.
"Then you knew It?"
"From the moment I saw you tie
You
the Jnnltor to the hltchlng-pos- t
remember I was waiting to go riding
ice-col-

y

ik

bandy-legge-

d

anteed. Just tell your druggist whether
the material yon wish to dye i wool of
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton, of
mixed goods.

toot

fade

w

Diamond Dyes never streak,
run. A rtvprtiwmenfc.

If all tombstones are- - reliable bad
people must live forever.

Sure Relief
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CHAPTER XXII

Johnnie?" asked Beatrice.
The Runt's tongue stuck to the roof
of his mouth. His eyes appealed dumbly to Clay.
"Better explain to Miss Whltford,"
said Clay, passing the buck.
"It's for yore good, Miss Beatrice,"
stammered the villain who had brought
her. "We we I I done brought you
here to travel home with us."
"You wnat?"
Before her slender, outraged dignity
Johnnie wilted. "Kitty, she she can
chaperoon you. It's all right, ma'am.
I we I didn't go for to do nothlu
that wasn't proper. We thought"
"You mean that you brought me
here expecting me to go along with
yOUwlthout my" consent without a
trunk without
Clay took charge of the kidnaping.
"Johnnie, If I were you I'd light a
shuck back to the other car. I see I'll
have to treat this lady rough as you
advised."
Johnnie wanted to expostulate, to
deny that be had ever given such
counsel, to advise an abandonment of
the whole project But his nerve unexpectedly failed him. He glanced at
Clay and fled.
He was called upon the carpet Immediately on Joining Kitty.
"What are you up to, Johnnie? I'm
not going to have you make a goose
of yourself if I can help it. And
Where's Mr. Lindsay? You said he'd
meet us here."
"Clay, he's in the next car."
"You took Miss Beatrice In there to
to him?"
say good-b"No she she's goin' along vltli
us."
"Going along with us? What do you
mean, Johnnie Green?"
He told her his story, not at all
cheerfully. His bold plan looked very
different now from what It had two
days before.
Kitty rose with decision. "Well, of
all the foolishness I ever heard, Johnnie, this Is the limit I'm going right
to that poor girl. You've spoiled everyfarewell
that
felt
Johnnie
Kitty's
between you. She'll hate Mr.
thing,
was
her
well.
It
dinner had gone very
for the rest of her life. How
Lindsay
of
all
and
first essay as a hostess,
be so stupid?"
he
could
them had enjoyed themselves. But,
Her husband followed her, crestfalso far as he could see, it had not
wanted to weep with chagrin.
achieved the results for which they len. He
Beatrice opened the door of the
had been hoping.
This," 6n
She had taken off her "I Hope Heaveiiu
stateroom.
Clay came home late and next morn-lnWhispered.
and
Clay was hanging It on a
was full of plans about leaving. hat
with Mr. Bromfleld. Well, I was bored
"Two more days and we'll hit the hook.
"Come in," she said cordially, but to death with correct clothes anu mantrail for good old Tucson," he said
faintly.
ners and thinking. I knew just what
cheerfully.
Kitty did not quite understand. The be would say to me and how he would
"Y'betcha, by Jollies," agreed his
was
electric
than
she
less
atmosphere
shadow.
say It and what 1 would answer. Then
had expected. She stopped, taken you walked Into the picture and took
None the less Johnnie was disbeme back to nature."
tressed. He believed that his friend aback at certain Impressions that
on her
that did
was concealing an aching heart be- gan to register themselves
"It was the hltchlng-pos- t
neath all this attention to Impending brain.
It, then?"
was
tellln'
me"
"Johnnie
considered
he
"The hltchlng-pos- t
began it, any
details, As a Benedict
"About how he abducted me. Yes. how." She slipped her arms around
It his duty to help the rest of the
of
hlra?"
dear
it
Wasn't
A
bachelor
his neck and held him fast "Ob, Clay,
world get married too.
"But"
Isn't it Just too good to be true?"
was a boob. He didn't know what was
It
to
the
best
of
make
decided
"I've
A ball of fire pushed up Into the
best for him. Same way with a girl.
crotch between two mountain peaks
Clay was fond of Miss Beatrice, and and go along."
"
Mr.
Whltford
iIyour father,
and found them like a searchlight, fillshe thought a heap of him. You
couldn't fool Johnnie. No, slrreel Kitty bogged down.
ing their Vlttle valley with a golden
blushed.
Little
Beatrice
dimples glow.
Well, then?
"I
smile.
think I'd
out with her
THE END
Mooning on the sad plight of these came
two friends who were too coy or too better let Clay explain."
How many times do we "hank the
"We were married two days ago,
perverse to know what was best for
person who shows us our uu takes?
them, Johnnie suddenly slapped him Kitty."
g

then perfect home dyeing ia guar-

kind

bandit"

"Did you really advise him to beat
me, Johnnie?" asked Beatrice sweetly.
"I never would have guessed you were
such a cave man."
Johnnie flamed to the roots of hii
hair. "Now, ma'am, if you're gonna
believe that"
Beatrice repented and offered hlra
her hand.
"Weil not believe anything or you
that Isn't good, even If you did
to kidnap me," she said.
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A thought on
Yuletide giving
a few hints on how
to fill Father's stocking

And

Another Christmas is rapidly rolling
around.
Another year when you have to sit
down and think and think hard
what to give Uncle Arthur, Father,
Cousin Edward, Grandfather anijthe

rest,

Everyman well, nearly every man
likes nothing better than a good pipe.
And the chances axe that he will find
atleast one hanging on the Christmas
tree and be tremendously pleased.
Right there is your opportunity to
step in and give him something to go
with the pipe.
Not an ash tray. (Ho probably has
dozens of them.) Not a metal container for safety matches. (Hell
never carry the darn thing.) Send
him some tobacco. (That's what men
th
usually smoke in pipes.) So to
smokers, to the friends of
Edgeworth smokers, and to all others
who may be interested, we respectfully offer this Christmas suggestion:
Edge-wor-

s
glass Jar of
ce

Edgeworth.,

Ready-- :

Rubbed.
"J
You'll have

j.o hunt far
and wide to
find the smoker who won't
be tickled to
pieces to find
a glass jar of

Edgeworth

beside his

Christmas pipe. If he doesn't got a
Christmas pipe, hell enjoy the tobacco
Just as much in his old pipe.
The
Jar sells for $1.65 at
any tobacco store.
If your regular dealer hasn't enough
glass jars to supply the Christmas
trade, let us play Santa Claus for you.
Send us $1.65 for each jar, a list of
the friends you want to remeroband
your personal greetings cards. We'll
do the rest.
Well pack the glass jars in appro
priate Christmas boxes, enclose your
cards and send them off in plenty of
time to reach your friends before
Christmas. Meanwhile, u you are not
h,
personally acquainted with
we will be glad to send you free
samples generous helpings both of
and Plug
Edgeworth
Edge-wort-

Ready-Rubb-

ed

Slice,

Just send us your name and address
on a postal and we will forward the
samples promptly. If you will also
include the name and address of your
tobacco dealer, we will appreciate your
courtesy.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
suit the needs and means of all pur
chasers. Both Edgeworth Flue Slice
are packed in
and Ready-Rubbsmall pocket-siz- e
packages, in handsome tin humidors aud in various
sizes.
handy
For the Christmas packages or the
free samples, address Larus & Brother
Company. 44South 21st Street, Rich
mond, Va.
.To Retail Tobacco Merchants: If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one-- or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
d
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
ed

two-doz-

Ready-Rubbe-

Refreshes Weary Eyes
When Your Erej feel Dull
end Hetvy,

OM

Murine,

le

Mcketthem Cleu, bilnht uid
Sparkling. HarmleM. Sold and
Recommended by All DrugaUu.
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While she was tying her bonnet under her chin she told her plan
so spry.

We

to Mr. Squirrel.

BABOON HOLDS
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'Sandy," (that was Mr. Squirrel's
name) "the children living In the big
house across the road always have a
g
stocking full of good things on Christmas morning. I have seen thera corns
out and scatter crumbs to the birds Mascot, Deserted by
Bootleggers,
and tie bits of suet on the twigs of
Makes
Night Foray and
trees. Ferhaps If we went walking by
would throw us some nuts. Ws
they
Attacks
Boy.
Martha B. Tho:
don't care to beg, but It is only fair
that they who have so much and are
so
should spare us a little
ROUTED BY POLICE DOG
on Christmas morning."
Mr. Squirrel thought this an excel
IOII.VI3TUN NIVSTArU UNION
lent plan, and gave his shoes such an
'
Y DEAR," said Mrs. Squir extra
search Parties Hunt Marauder in Vain
polishing that they nearly put
to
rel
Some Persons Have Seen Animal
her husband on his eyes out.
1
Christmas morning," do
at Night, but Have Been UnIt all happened Just as they had
you realize that we have hoped. When
able to Capture Him.
approached the big
they
absolutely nothing in the house across the road, there were the
cupboard?'
Babylon, L. I. A baboon, believed
children outdoors scattering crumbs
Mr. Squirrel stroked his ana
to have been the mascot of seafaring
grain. One boy was climbing
whiskers and gave a tree with a bit of suet tied to a string bootleggers and left ashore after a
thoughtful flirt to his tall. in nis hand. There was a good deal of
expedition to Great South
"You remember that yesterday morn
shouting and laughing going on. and to bay, has taken up Its home in the
raisins
we
those
at ers' modern ovens In youf
shiftless
Chat tell the truth the
ing
gave
squirrels were a lit abandoned house on what was formerCOUNT the big,
the very last nut we tle timid. But when
plump, city. And it's made with
one is hungry, It ly the estate of the late Cornelius
tender fruit-meahad," went on Mrs. Squirrel, putting does not pay to be afraid.
d
to the
Raisins.
Bergen, between Babylon and Linden-hurs- t.
her paws in her apron pockets (a very
slice.
of
The
the
nocturnal
That's another reason for Its
As soon as the children caught sight
forays
bad sign, I assure you ; it meant that of
superiority. A rare combination
them they shouted louder than ever. animal, which included an attack upon
Taste it see how the rai- of
something was going to be done, and
nutritious ceres! snd fruit-b-oth
' son of
"Oh, oh!" they cried, "see Mr. and William, the
sin flavor permeates the
done quickly).
good snd good for you, so
Mrs. Squirrel! How nice they look I Charles Ellnger, the caretaker who
bread.
you should serve it st least twice
Mr. Squirrel went on stroking his
lives on the grounds, have aroused the
Let s give them some nuts I"
whiskers. This seemed the only reply
No need to bake at home a week.
And If you will believe me, those countryside, and hunting parties have
Use
Raisins alto in
he could muster. He knew the facts
been
In
which
we've arranged with puddings, cakes snd cookies. You
of
the
when
agents
.organized
8upplylng the country with Its Christmas trees Is no small Job these days. of the case as well as his wife. Hadn't generous boys and girls that lived In Society for the Prevention of
bakers
almost
in
Cruelty
be
offered
other
brands that
the house across the' road poured out
every town may
A million or more trees are sacrificed every year and they come
In) Hadn't such
mostly he Invited the Chatter-Red- s
you know lest well than
and city to bake this
of nuts and goodies that to Animals have Joined.
bags
from the woods of northern Vermont, and are of two species of
but the kind you want is
pine, he felt sorry for thera because they
Unfrequented Place.
raisin bread.
the Norway spruce and the balsam fir. People of the Middle West and looked so cold and hungry? Didn't he
the kind you know ii good. InThe Bergen estate, which is now
southern states demand the Norway spruce, while eastern people want know that all fall, when the nuts were
Just 'phone and they'll de- sist, therefore, on
owned by Mrs. William E. Hawkins,
the balsam. Here are the trees ready for freight shipment, 2,500 of them thickest, the Chatter-Red- s
brand. They cost no more than
liver it all ready to surbad frolicked
about 200 acres and lies be
comprises
to the car, tied up in bundles of three to five trees, according to size.
ordinary raisins.
instead of getting In their winter suptween Old Country road and the shore
prise the family tonight.
Msil coupon for free book of
he caution them a hundred
of Great South bay. It Is a lonely and
comes from master bak
kw77)ILL tbe Christmas tree be also bear on the possibility of the ply? Didn't
t
teited
recipes.
and
been
hadn't
times,
rather
they
Y I conle 8 tlllng ot the pnst7 disuse of the natural tree.
unfrequented place, in the center of
saucy about it? They had! and yet,
which Is located the old Bergen home,
There are tendencies which
I iLTl
The Yule log succumbed to the the day before Christmas
a three-storthey looked
would seem to indicate tnat
SUN-MAI- D
building now falling Into
attractiveness of the Christ- so forlorn he couldn't bear it. How
ruin. Young William Ellnger went
a substitute may usurp the greater
mas tree. And the Yule log had its
they had lived as long as they had was
down to the creek In the dusk of failthrone this green harbinger
predecessors in the various celebra- something he did not like to think
of merriment and good will tions
ing
night several days ago to look after
that occurred at the close of the about. So In they trooped, five of thera I
niuskrat traps, taking with him Wilhas held in the hearts ol old and
Your retailer should sell you
the beginning of the new They said very little and their noses
liam Tell, a Belgian police dog. The
the people for many dec
Raisins for not more than the
first centuries of the
the
year
during
quivered expectantly. The youngest
boy was walking slowly along the side
ades. One of these influences is Christian era.
following prices:
,
Chatter-Redof
ZOe)
Seeded
them, Charlie
of the creek when he came suddenly
began to
the danger of a conflagration Id
(tHs.
Seedless iJJ OS. tli sir) ISO
The Christmas tree is believed to be whimper.
They could not stop him,
the home where Christmas trees
upon the baboon, which apparently had
IBs
os.
Seedless
(11
Seeded or
Just dropped from a limb of a tree.
are lighted with candles, although a German institution, but the Romans And at last he sold it right out loud,
The boy shouted to frighten the animal
this danger Is being partially over celebrated the birth of Christ about He said, and the tears rolled down his
come by the use of electricity for the middle of the Fourth century by little cheeks like marbles spilled out of
CCT THIS OUT AND SEND IT
away, but Instead the baboon made for
boy's pocket, "I'm so hungry
young Ellnger. It knocked hOm down
I
Illuminating purposes. Another re- the display of tree decorations, and in
d
Raisin Growers,
with a sweep of one long arm and was
strictive tendency is- - the cost of some sections of Europe the festival haven't had a thing to eat for two
J Dept.
Fresno, California.
And
he
then
burled
his
head
was
diffobserved by the employment of days!"
Christmas trees and the growing
tearing at his clothing when, In fright,
I Please send me copy of your free book,
in
mother's
and
his
howled.
was
It
lap
the boy called to his dog. As William
pyramids decorated with green twigs
iculty of obtaining them.
Busy the Rest of the Morning.
"Recipes with Raisins."
Tell came bounding up the baboon met
Moreover, a conviction is growing and ornaments. Christmas trees should all very sad. Mr. Squirrel had a con
sultation
with his wife. They went in Mr. and Mrs.
NAMt
In the public mind that It is poor not be cut except from dense growths
Squirrel were busy the the dog with a swing of Its arm that
corner to talk It over. When you rest or the
economy to cut Christmas trees from where thinning of young trees can be
them home. sent William Tell flying back several
morning
tnklng
the tops of mature trees or take down made with benefit to the forest. The yourself have Just one nut left the day And they asked the Chatter-Red- s
to feet. The dog returned In a Jump and
StAT2
v trae that has been growing for 15 New York State College of Forestry before Christmas, it takes a long time Join them and fill up their larder, too I closed in. After a few moments of
Blui Packagt
In the interest of conservation of the to decide to give It away. And one of
to 80 years for a one day's celebraSo every one had a Merry Christmas snarling and biting tbe baboon gave
forests urges tlie adoption of artificial the reasons that they had Just one nut and Mrs.
tion. The availability of artificial subSquirrel did not have to put a screech of pain and fled Into the
stitutes and the natural trend toward substitutes for trees in the observ left was the fact that for some weeks both hands in her apron pockets for
past they had been helping these same months and months !
Seen Severs! Times.
festival.
change In the customs of the people ances of the Yule-tid- e
I But Mrs.
shiftless Chatter-Red- s
Squir
Young Ellnger hurried home to re
"My Linen skirts are awf'ly short
rel was kind in spite of her sharp
port He said he first thought it was a
Now I don't think that's wrong,
and
she said that she supposed
tongue,
man, for the animal stood as tall as
It was their Christian
And Mama says that Faultless Starch,
duty to help
himself, and William is a big hoy for
THE INVISIBLE GIFT
out unto seventy times seven ! So the
his .age. An , Investigation next day
The
Will nuke them wear quite long."
last nut, a fine, fat one It was too, was
failed to disclose the baboon, but since
s
Christ-maalmost
fT HERE'S a gift on the
brought forth. Mr. Chatter-Rethen it has been, seen several times. It
bowed himself in two with gratitude
tree that we cannot see,
and all the little Chatter-Red- s
By CHRISTOPHER G. HAZARD
danced
but we know it's there. There's
about like Indians. They whirled up
something that gives value to
s msh- wmm m jb mm mmmm m
o much dust in Mrs. Squirrel's living
11122, Western Newspaper Unlvu.)
all tbe rest and we feel it. With
'
1922, Western Newspaper Union.)
room that every one began to sneeze.
the rich there are fifty gifts to
there was a myste- - At
men
US
children
were
finishing their
one baby; with the poor, fifty
last they went home. And Mr. and 'TWO
rlous charm about old Air. Uplook, Mrs.
. late
Christmas
one
babies to one gift; with both
Squirrel stood and looked at one Christmas eve. shopping
He used to spend a good deal of his
mother. But they said nothing at all.
there is this something that
To rMtor fray
time in the back part of his shop, turn'
Better.
'Let's call a taxlcab," said one. "We
fvle1 fcftir to orl
makes an equal happiness, someAnd here It was Christmas and noth"He still has the first dollar he ever
of mahogany into little boats
so
have
bits
bundles
Ing
Ms)
It
and
is
lnl color,U doiil
many
start
thing that gives riches nothing
4MMt
ing in the cupboard !
made."
us
and
stories
he
while
to
rain."
onadjtCtaL bottle.
telling
chipped
ing
and poverty nothing lackcan
we
"At
least
be
thankful
that
Color
Restorer
Hair
jver
"Well, that's better than having a
and polished. He had a small person
A little boy offered to get them
It anil waieb wit lift. At8f
all roost drarotalssv
ing, something that gives light
collector sitting on your doorstep wait apply
in bis throat whom he called Pedro, we have no children," said Mr. Squir one. He only had to
nc,or41rct.?na KES3KM
a few steps
go
without candles and warmth
rel.
to
have
won't
go hungry
one you're going to
next
"They,
for
the
ing
and he would make him grunt out an
found
one.
before he
And he held
without fire. The tree Itself
W. N. U. DENVER, NO.
make."
swers to our questions in a wonderful on Christmas day."
the door open wide for the two men
springs from It, the Christmas
had nothing but a as he
airs,
squirrel
manner.
were con
vest
buttons
His
had seen carriage starters and
festival sings of It. We are all
nected with several insects, and when mort in answer to this. Mr. Squirrel automobile starters do.
excited by it and about it. It
we touched them there would come :rossed the room and stood looking out
He had been looking for odd jobs
fills the shops with beautiful
out now a bee, then a mosquito, and )f the window. The landscape was not that evening.
His Christmas money
things, gathers crowds to buy
cheerful
trees
bare
and
sky,
gray
once in a while a bug that would 'ery
was not very much, and he did want
them, hangs garlands in the
snap off our noses. The buzzing of
to get Just a few Christmas presents
windows, carols on the air. It
the bee, the piping of the mosquito,
to give away. He
made
makes the church bells ring and
and the dangerous assault of the snap
some.
If he could only get ten cents
kindles devoutest worship. It is
bug gave us many a thrill and him
now he. would have enough. That
love that hangs upon the Christmuch enjoyment.
would buy bis mother's present.
He
mas tree. Without the Cross the
One Christinas time, being rather
wanted to get her a pink carnation.
Christmas tree had never been.
rich
of
short
relatives
and
very long
He had seen such beauties, and they
C. G. Hazard.
on hope, we conceived the Idea of
were ten cents apiece.
1922, Western Newspaper Union.)
resources
of
drawing upon the fairy
One of the men paid no attention to
our good friend, by suggesting a but
hi in.
The other fumbled at his
ton that would connect with the good
"Here, don't be silly, you'll
pocket.
C3S
genius of the holidays and bless our
child bad ideas," said his
the
give
So we asked Mr. Uplook if
wishes.
friend. "He really didn't do anything.
he thought the first two buttons on bis
lie win think lie can beg tor any
coat could by any possibility have any
thing. That's a bad influence you're
the
do
case.
to
with
Christmus
thing
exerting," he muttered on, as tbe man
He said that he would hav'e to go Into
who had fumbled at his pocket drew
By Mary Graham Bonner
his back room and see about It first,
forth a shiny
piece and gave
out
knew
but
came
he
when
we
5H52SHSE5H5E5SS252525H52S2!
by
to the boy, whose pale face and
,
his looks that it would be all right.
tVl, Western Newspaper Union.)
dark eyes lighted up In Joy.
We wanted to press the buttons sev
was neither young nor old. But
Later they stopped In at a restau
SHE had been
eral times, but Mr. Uplook thought
rant to have something to eat. The
pretty rough with her, thut once
be enough, and said
would
It Knocked Him Down.
SAY
man who had reproved the other for
taking many whom she so dearly loved, that In each case we
"I'm So Hungry."
might whisper
to the small boy hand was seen through the window of the
leaving more and more gaps which two
the
tip
desires, whispering loud enough
could not be filled.
a large tip in advance, old house moving about Inside. Some
Unless you see the "Bayer Cross" on tablets, you are
to hear, so that lie might be a cold wind that made one shiver Just ed the waiter
Yet it was Christmas time and she for him
to hear it. A Merry Christmas indeed I which made the waiter fawning in his hunters say they saw it at one of the
were
we
sure
the
getting
not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by
thing
must think of the Christmas presents
Mrs. Squirrel still had her paws in attentions.
upper windows. One man declares that
So we pressed und whis
She should give and the Christmas let straight.
ex
"We'll
he
saw
better
house
be
the
he
as
the
get
over 23 years and proved safe by millions for.
service,"
her
seemed
She
approached
to
be
Mr.
apron
physicians
that
that
faith
in
pockets.
perfect
ters she must write. How could she pered
win
hard. The harder she plained, "and then, too, It's Christmas animal climb out of a
us.
in
very
thinking
Uplook
inspired
always
cheer
her
Into
letters
when she
put
dow, aelie the lightning rod and slide
We were not surprised on Christmas thought the more she cocked her head time."
did not feel It herself? Sternly she reColds
Headache
But the friend who had been re- down to the ground. So quickly was
when things happened Just on one side. She actually seemed in
morning
She must
proved herself for this.
of bending It so far It would proved said: "You don't think you're this done and so surprised was the
we had expected, and kind Mr. Upas
danger
feel Christmassy.
She simply must.
Toothache
Rheumatism
look seemed
like a reul Sunt a break off. Then the Idea came. Back exerting a bad influence by any hunter that he could not get his gun to
65; quite by herself, she went to a Claus as he Just
his shoulder before the bnhoon had
do you?"
stood by the roadside snapped her head! Out came her chance,
'
big toy shop. There she mingled with
house
was
a
comer
of
the
and
rounded
And the boy bought the carnation
Neuritis
of hands from her apron pockets I Over
Lumbago
the crowds, heard the children's cries with his camera, taking a picture
to Mr. Squirrel she marched and and went home, successful and happy, out of sight.
one boy with
copper-toe- d
and shrieks of delight and surprise,
came
A hunting party from Babylon
cusnext
snubbed
him
the
waiter
the
her
but
elbow.
new
with
on
a
of
and
boots,
nudged
riding
sled;
Pain, Pain
saw their eager excitement. Her chilNeuralgia
In vain for hours
"My dear," she said, "I have thought tomer because he failed to get an ex- out and tramped
dren were grown up, they had gone another who was trying a pair of
estate. At the request of
the
through
orbitant
of
the
on
skates
tip.
something!"
wayside pond
away, some would never come back. shining
Mrs. Hawkins the sgents of the SoAccept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
to keep a fur cap In its
"What Is it?" demanded Mr. Squirrel
But It all brought the wonderful Christ and trying
ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Raisin Nut Gems.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
mas memories back to her. She felt place. And we boys were painting whirling about.
Animals took up the search, but so far
upon our hearts a picture of tills
"Put on your best coat, polish up
Aspirin Is tbe trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoaeotioacldaster of SallcjUoaeid.
Two cupfuls flour, 2 teaspoonfuli without result.
again the glow and warmth of Christ
mas cheer. Tears came to her eyes, good friend that has lasted until now. your shoes, take your
teaspoonful salt,
baking powder,
cane and we'll go for a walk on Christ- 2 tablespoonfuls sugar,
but there was happiness in their hot
cupful
How Did Auntie Know?
Drowned by Fish Hs Speared.
mas
I"
'A
morning
raisins,
blur. It wasn't the same as one's own,
cupful walnut meats, 1
It was their second Christmas and
Gig Harbor, Wash. While spearing
"But
Mrs.
was
Sabrina," (that
Squir
egg, 2 tablespoonfuls meltto go and Bee happiness as though it the young wife was proudly displayflsh at Sunrise beach, near here, Al
were a play, but Christmas happiness ing the big Christmas remembrance, rel's name) he protested, "I really ed butter or shortening.
Sift flour, baking powder, salt and bert Garness, eighteen years old,
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
was different It touched those who an electric washer, from "friend hus- can't see what taking a walk has to do
speared a devil flsh that dragged him
with getting anything to eat"
even stood on the outskirts. Yes, all band" to the relatives
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
sugar together. Add raisins and nuts, from
drowned
gathered, when
boat
him.
his
and
CARTER'S iou win reiisn
"Yon begin to get on your coat and cnt in pieces. Add milk and beaten
your meais witnout tear ot trouble to
.unknowing these many stranger chil- one auntie remarked: "Isn't that Just
fishermen
rowed
to
Oarness'
Nearby
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
dren had given her the echo of their typical of married life the first shoes, and 111 tell you," answered egg and mix well. Stir in batter. assistance
was
he
when
but
dead
Upset Stomach snd for Sallow,
IXEIF9 Dizziness, Sick Headache,
Four into greased gem pans and bake
laughter and of their delight, and It Christmas a talking machine and Mrs. Squirrel.
from the water. Garness made
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They mi Iho mlttiy of Constipation.
She whisked about like a girl. Yon In moderate oven 80 to 85 minutes taken
was singing a little Christmas melody the second Christmas a
to
of
mistake
washing ma
the
fastening his line
would not have believed she could ba ' This makes about 12 gems.
SauflPffl; Saul IWiSauB Wee
Id her heart I
chine t"
his body Instead of to the boat.
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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
Col. Chas. P. O'Connor, president of
the Texas Magdalena Oil Company,
returned the past week from a trip to
Dr. R. A. Thomas was a professional Texas, in the Interests of his
EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER. visitor at the Mule Shoe Ranch the
past week.
s
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE
matter at the
at Reserve, New Mexico,
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF
F. D, Shelton, who has been on the
under set of Congrss of March 2, 1879.
NEW MEXICO.
sick list, Is again able to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Wisner, of
Canyon were here Monday.

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
J. E. KHEIN

Entered as

second-clas-

Monica

post-offi-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

and
station of Safford, Arizona,
and northeasterly
thence easterly
along the Oila River, to the mouth of
the San Francisco River ln Arizona
San
and thence up along the
Francisco River, passing
through
Clifton Arizona to the mouth of the
Blue River, and thence northerly
along the Blue River crossing the
Arizona New Mexico State line near
where said Blue River crosses said
State line, ' and extending thence
northeasterly through New Mexico,
and crossong the main line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway,
in Valencia County, New Mexico, be
tween the stations of Grants, N. Mex.
and Bluewater, New Mexico, and
thence ln a northerly and westerly
direction passing near Farmington,
N. M. the Ship Rock Indian Agency,
New Mex., and thence northwesterly
crossing the New Mexico Colorado
State line at a point about 12 miles
east of the northwest corner of the
State of New Mexico, and thence in a
northwesterly direction for a distance
of about 60 miles to a point on the
Colorado-Uta- h
State line in Dolores

the Matter of the Estate of
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Cloud were in Mahalah Graham, deceased.
One Tear In Advance- .$2.00
from their ranch Monday doing their
NOTICE.
Christmas shopping.
Notice Is hereby given that the un
Mr.
and Mrs. Noah of Horse
dersigned was on the 7th day of SepSprings, have moved to Magdalena
C. B. Sedillo is installing a raido set tember, A. D. 1922 appointed executor
MAGDALENA
of the estate of Mahlah Ann Graham,
for a short stay. Mr, Noah is en in his residence.
deceased,
by Hon. Florenclo Jiron,
gaged as a teacher of the Horse
Probate Judge of Catron County, New
Mrs.
school.
Collins
In
came
Springs
merchant at Quemado, Mexico.
D. B.
Jack Grant Is spending this week with them and will remain for awhile. was a Baca,
Therefore all persons having claims
visitor Monday. He
Magdalena
an
is
said estate are hereby notified
in Socorro where he
Installing
was enroute to Socorro, and returned against
to
present the same in the manner proAreola heating system in the Socorro
Mrs. Clio Walker returned from Al- to
vided by law, within one year from
Quemado Wednesday.
State Bank.
buquerque last Wednesday where she
date of said appointment or the same
has been visiting her sisters since
Otis Watson, of Horse Springs, will be barred.
ABB ALEXANDER,
W. S. Fullerton, of Albuquerquet September.
Her young sister, who spent several days here this week.
Executor. Co., Colorado.
passed through town the first of the has been quite ill is now out of danAlso a line of railroad running from
week enroute to his ranch In Catron ger and rapidily recovering.
B. 0. Young left Saturday for Red
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the point on this main line ln, San
County.
Lake after spending several days In Department of the Interior, U S. Land Juan County, N. Mex. up along tne
Office at Lag Cruces, New Mexico, LaPlata River to Durango, Colo., also
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Kllllnger instaltown.
a line of railroad extending from a
December 1, 1922.
Mr. and Mrs. Highfill, of Hot Spled a new raido set at their residence
Frank Clemens and mother were in
Notice is hereby given that David point on first described line of railrings, who have been resided in Mag- west of town.
near
Cat
to
town from their homestead
Jiron, of Reserve, New Mexico, who, road in Pima County, Arizona,
dalena for the past few months, left
Mountain, shopping a few days the on December 30, 1921, made homestead Yuma, Arizona; also a branch line of
on
a
of
railroad
from
said
line
will
reside.
for El Paso where they
SWV4 Sec.
point
J. K. Candler, a cattleman from past week.
entry No. 023172, for S
NE& SW, SEft NW14, railroad, being about 40 miles west of
24; Stf
near Fairvlew, was a business visitor
Section 23, Township 1 S., Range 18 where said line of railroad crosses the
Mrs. T. R. Denney is In town from here a few days this week,
J. S. Mactavlsh returned from a W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice San Pedro River in Pinal Co., Arizona,
and
the I'arr ranch In Catron County.
of Intention to make final three year passing near Florence, Arizona,
western trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crowder were
Proof, to establish claim to the land extending to Pheonix, Arizona, also
She Is registered at the Aragon Hotel
of
railroad extending
above described, before T C, Turk, a brajich line
and will remain in town for some in town Tuesday from the Circle C.
Mr. Martin, who resides four miles United States Commissioner,
at Re from near said point 40 miles west of
ranch.
time.
ln
River
San
Pedro
Pinal Co., Arizona,
on
New
the 20th day of
with pneumonia.
east of town, is
serve,
Mexico,
and extending southerly to Tuscon,
January, 1923.
Arizona, also a branch line of railroad
Claimant names as witnesses:
met with a
Rev. R. A. Crawford
Plorentlno Jiron, Fidel M. Aragon,
tending fro' a near where said line
on
while
accident
Tuesday
painful
Julian Jiron and Bensilado Aragon all crosses the San Pedro River in Pinal
crank
car
when the
Co., Arizona in a northerly direction
of Quemado, New Mexico.
cranking his
to Winjtleman, Arizona; also a branch
Nemecia Ascarate,
struck him, cutting his face in severRegister. ine of railroad extending from a point
al places.
r where said line of railroad crossNOTICE OF MASTER'S SALE.
ing the San Pedro River in Pinal Co.,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gatlin and
Arizona, southerly along said San
In pursuance of a Judgment and de- Pedro River, to Benson, Arizona.
young daughter left Tuesday for Alcree of foreclosure and sale, rendered STALEY SYSTEM OF
buquerque after spending several ln the District Court of the Seventh
ELECTRIFIED RAILWAY
months here. They will spend the Judicial District of the State of New
of
and
winter in Albuquerque.
for the county
Mexico, within
Catron, on the 16th day of September,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1922, in a certain cause therein pendDATE OF BIRTH OF CHRIST ing wherein E. Rosenwall & Son Is
of the Interior, U. S. Land
plaintiff, and J. B. Childers and Mir- Department
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Novemare
said
iam
Chllders
defendants,
ber 17, 1922.
Nothing Certain If Known as to Actual action
being a suit to foreclose a cerTime of Arrival of Child
Notice is hereby given that Roy L.
tain mortgage executed and delivered
Owen, of Greens Gap, N. M., who on
of the Manger.
by the defendants to the plaintiff, and June 16, 1919, made
Homestead Entry
ln which action the plaintiff obtained
No. 017279, for all of Section 10 Town13 a remarkable fact that Judgment
against th.5 defendants,
3
13
S.,
W., N. M. P. MeriRange
ship
nothing certain Is known as which remains unpaid, ln the sum of dian has filed notice of Intention to
thousand
hundred
Twenty-eigthree
of
the
date
to
the actual
make final three year proof, to estabN.
birth of Christ, Dec. 28 be nineteen dollars and seventy-eigh- t
inter- lish claim to the land above described,
cents
with
($28,319.78),
together
ing only a tradition, adopted est at ten percent per annum on said before the United States Commissionr,
by the church about the middle of the sum from the date of said Judgment at Quemado, N. M. on the 9th day of
Fourth century. Lupl, a learned Jesuit until paid, and all costs of suit and for January, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses!
of the Eighteenth century, says:
foreclosure and sale of tlw mortgage 1
Sid Mathers, Letitia Mathers, A. B.
"There Is not a single month In the premises hereinafter described;
Norton and L. B. Moore, all of Greens
Lean-dr- o
is
Notice
that
I,
given
to
has
which
hereby
the
Nativity
year
New Mexico.
Baca, Special Master heretofore Gap,
not been assigned by some writer or
Nemecia Ascarate,
will on
Court
the
herein,
The
appointed
by
other."
Register.
28th day of December, 1922, at ten
the
of
ChristThe earliest celebration
o'clock in the forenoon of said day, at
mas on Dec. 26 appears to have been the front door of the Court House, ln
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
held In Rome In the Fonth century, Reserve, Catron County, New Mexico,
being first mentioned In a Roman doc- sell at public auction to the highest Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Novemument, the Phllocallan calendar, dating bidder for cash the following describber 17, 1922.
from the year 854, but containing an ed real estate, situate,' lying and being
Notice is hereby given that Letitia
older record, referring to the year in said County and State,
All the following described lots, Mathers, of Greens Gap, N .M. who on
880. Christmas was brought to EngOVER
RESOURCES
of
and
and
land
real
March
20, 1918, made Original hometracts,
parcels
land by St Augustine, and kept In estate,
situated, lying and being in the stead Entry No. 017818, for the NEH
6D8, but it would appear that it was
of Catron and State of New Section 33; and on April 12, 1921,
not established In Germany until 618, County
Mexico, and bounded and described as made additional homestead Entry, No.
In
of
and
017819, for SH; NWH,
Section 83,
follows,
Norway about the piddle
E of NW54 and EH of SWyt and Township 2 S., Range 13 W N. M. P.
the Tenth century, by King Hakon the
of
NW
Sec.
3,
Lots 2, and 4,
19; EH
Good.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
The Romans of the empire used to and WH of SE of Sec. 30; W(l of to make final three year proof, to esand
of
Sec.
of
31;
tablish
claim to the land above des
NH
SEH
NEH
celebrate the birth of the Unconquered
W
of SWVi and SEW of SW& of cribed, before the United States Com
Sun on Deo. 28, according to the Sec. 32, all
in T. IS. R. 16 W.
missioner, at Quemado, N. M. on the
Ju,llan calendar, the winter solstice,
EH of NW!4, NE of SW14, NH 9th day of January, 1923.
when the sun began to rise In new of SE and SEHof SE
of Sec. 6;
Claimant names as witnesses:
vigor, after his autumnal decline. SWH of SWyt of Sec. 4; WH of
Sid Mathers, R. L. Owens,
A. E,
of
reason
of
choice
SE&
the
SWH Norton and L. B. Moore, all of Greens
for the
NWH.
Therefore,
NWH, NEy4
of
Sec.
Mexico.
and
SEK
26
Deo.
New
seem
9;
of
for Christmas would
Gap,
of Section 10
SWYt of SW
Nemecia Ascarate,
to have been symbolical.
SWH of Sec. 13; EH of SEtf, NWyt
Register.
o
of SEH, NH of SWH and SWH of
MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
A
No.1
List
CHRISTMAS AND GHOST TALES NWH of Sec. 14; SH of NEH, NWH
of NEH, and NEH of NWH of Sec. RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF
"WH
of
of
IB;
SWH, and
NWH, WH
LANDS IN NATIONAL FOREST
Festival Is Naturally Associated With NEH of NWH, of Sec. 21; EH or
Notice
is hereby given that the
of
Stories of Haunted Halls and
of
and
NEH
WH
SWH
NWH,
described below, embracing
SEH, of Sec. 24; NWH of SEH, WH lands
Things Supernatural.
635.84
acres, within the Datll National
of NEH, EH of SWH and SWH of
Sec. 25; SWH of NEH and Forest, New Mexico, will be subject to
SWH
HRISTMAS
celebrated
being
J7f
SEH of SEH of Sec. 26; SH of SWH settlement and entry under the pro1 Vrft ln the depth of winter, of Sec. 32; SEH of SEH of Sec. 33
visions of the homestead always of the
V""' when "lang's the neet frae
SWH of SWH of Sec. 84; EH of United States and the act of June 11,
e'en to mora," the festival NEH of Sec. 85; all in T. 2, S. R, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the United
Is naturally associated with 16 W.
States land office at Las Cruces, New
tales of haunted halls and "things"
SH of NWH of Sec. 2; NEH of Mexico, on March 20, 1923, by any
that are supernatural. Thus Dickens SEH and Lot 4 of Sec. 8; Lot 1 of qualified person except that for a
ln his "Christmas Carol," gave us Sec. 4; WH of NWH of Sec. 5, all in period of 90 days prior to said date,
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
the land will be subject to a preferthe Spirits of the Past, the Present, T. 3, S. R. 16 W.
men of the
SEH of NEH and EH of SEH of ence right of
and the Future, but Christmas ln
Sec. 32; SWH of NWH of Sec. S3, all war with Germany. Such
mind, clothed each of them ln a fasln T. 2, S. R. 17 W.
men, ln order to avail themselves of
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
cinating mantle of kindness, and sent
EH of NEH of Sec. 5, in T. 8 S. their preference rights, must file their
them out on a message of mercy that R. 17 W.
applications on or after November
made Itself felt over all the earth.
That the total amount due the 29, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1923.
Over many a stony Scrooge have they plaintiff at the date of sale, exclusive All such applications filed on or after
cast their mellowing shades, teach- of the cost of sale and interest from November 29, 1922, but prior to Dedate of Judgment, will be twenty-eigcember 20, 1922 will be treated as
ing them to say :
"I will honor Christmas ln my heart thousand three hundred nineteen dol- - simultaneously filed at 9 a. m. on
($28,and
seventy-eigcents,
lars
December 20, 1922. All such appli
and try to keep It all the year. I will
cations filed on or after December
live ln the Past, the Present, and the 319.78).
LEANDRO BACA,
20, 1922, but prior to March 20, 1928,
Future. The spirits of all three shall
Special Master. will be treated ln the order In which
strive within me. I will not shut out First Publication Dec. 2, 1922.
filed.
Applications may be filed by
the lessons that they teach."
Last Publication Dec. 23, 1922.
the general public within 20 days
no
concluded
"had
Scrooge,
Dickens,
and
1923,
20,
prior to March
NOTICE
further Intercourse with Spirits, but it
as simultane
will be treated
was always said of him that he knew
filed at 9 a. m. on March 20,
8TALEY SY8TEM OF ELECTRI ously
how to keep Christmas well, If any
notice 1923. SH Lot 1, Lot 2, NWH Lot2,
FIED
RAILWAY,
gives
hereby
man alive possessed the knowledge.
NH SEH'
3,
that on the 25th day of September, EH Lot WH NEH SWH,
May that be truly said of us, and all 1922, it filed with the Interstate Com- SWH, SEH SEH SWH, WH SWH
8
21
R.
T.
W., N.
S.,
of us And so, as Tiny Tim observed, merce Commission
at Washington, SEH, Seo. 21,
158.36 acres. Lot
'God bless us, every one.' "
D. C, Its application for a certificate M. P. M., containing
SWH, SEH SWH,
that the present and future public 3,Sec.4, 16SHNHNEH
Lot 1, Sec. 21, T. 3 S., R.
convenience
and necessity requlre.or
M. P. M., containing 157.48
will, require the construction or ex- 21 W., N.
tension of Us lines of railroad, the acres. SH NHJH Mmw., inwk Jnw
CHRI8TMA8
DINNER
Endicott-Johnso- n
shoes
route and termini of the proposed new NEH, SH NWH NEH,' SH NEH, EH
Creamery butter
NEH NWH, EH WH NEH NWH
line being as follows:
Christmas
they
R. 21 W., N.
Silk and wool hose
Sec. 16, T. S S
pVBBT
Fresh cheese
one or two to have
Beginning at some point on the M. P. M
160.00
acres.
containing
Christmas dinner with them
boundary line between the state of SWH NWH, SWH SEH NWH, NH
Outing flannels
Honeydew mellons
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico, NWH SWH, SEH NWH SWH NEH
who would otherwise have been
In Pima County, at
point most
alone. It gave them so much
Sweaters
SWH, NEH SEH SWH, SWH NWH
and
for extending the line of i
Sec. 15, T. 8 S.,
pleasure that they never felt
to the Gulf of Ca'lfornla, and ex- SEH, NH SWH M.SEH
P. M., containing
Winter clothing
R. 21 W., N.
Other perishable good3
thoy were being "kindly" nor
and
ln
north
a
easterly
thence
tending
160.00 acres. The total area of the
that they were "doing a real
direction, crossing the main line of tracts Is 635.84 acres. Listed without
So that their guests
charity."
the So. Pacific Railroad between the
above lands comprise
stations of Tuscon,
Arizona, and applicant. The tracts
always had a real Christmas
and should be
with real Christmas cheer. For
Arizona, and extending four separate
Maricopa,
units
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
thence easterly crossing the San restored to entry as individual
they never felt that they had
Pedro River, at a point near the and entry allowed only as such. List
been Invited out of kindness,
September 23, 1922, (Signed)
mouth of Arlvalpa River, and extendnor out of charity I
Commising thence easterly and crossing the Geo. R. Wickham, Assistant
of
the General Land Office.
Arizona Eastern Railroad near the. sioner
In
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YOUR

PROTECTION

YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR
savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have

at this bank.

a savings account
Money

that's

idle means money wasted.

Put

your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and re

all the banking worries.

lieve you of

111

The

Socorro State
Bank

Socorro,

M.

SAFETY

HONESTY

SERVICE

COURTESY

THE
RESERVE STATE BANE

CF

When in Need

Bank of Personal Service

Of anything in the line of

General Merchandise
GIVE

$500,000.

US

A TRIAL

T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.M.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
-:-

COMPANY

-

-:-

-

;

5 PER CENT PAID
ON TIME DEPOSITS

The Cash Store

I

DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOE'S,

GROCERIES,

HARDWARE, TINWARE, FARM IMPLEMENTS

MEAT MARKET

ht

GASOLINE FILLING STATION

Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Sh oes

New Stock Ladies' Oxfords

Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly Filled
NEW MEXICO

MAGDALENA,

I

all-ro-

The Reserve Garage
General Repairing,
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Lathe Work
Welding

Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No. 3.

A. G. HILL, Manager

'

